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Hasbrouck v. U.S. CBP 
Civil No.: 10-3793 RS 

Defendant CBP’s Vaughn Index 
 
 
Location & 
Other 
Document 
Identifiers
 
 
 
  

Description of 
Document(s) 

Bates Stamp 
Page Number 

Number  
of  
Pages 

FOIA 
Exemption(s) 
Cited1 

Explanation for Redaction(s) under Exemption Cited 

CBP TECS  
Documents  
 
TECS 
Screen 
prints 
 
Six (6) 
page 
“Passenger 
Activity 
Report 
(PAR)” 

Plaintiff’s 
Passenger 
Activity 
Report  
which 
indicates the 
dates, times 
and ports of 
entry 
through 
which he 
entered and 
exited the 
United 
States. 

000001 –  
000006 

6 *(see 
footnote 1 
below) 
(b)(6) 
(b)(7)(C) 
(b)(7)(E)  
 

Exemption (b)(7)(E) – Names of law enforcement databases 
queried and the results of those queries were withheld because 
disclosure would reveal CBP law enforcement examination and 
inspection procedures used in the processing of international 
travelers and permit potential violators to design strategies to 
circumvent the examination procedures developed by CBP. 
 
Exemptions (b)(6) and (b)(7)(C) – Identification number of CBP 
officers who processed plaintiff upon arrival to the United States 
and the name and social security number of the CBP employee 
who retrieved record was redacted because release would be an 
unwarranted invasion of personal privacy.  Release of such 
information does not shed light on how CBP performs its statutory 
duties nor is there any public interest in the disclosure of such 
information. 

                                                 
1 When CBP released the information in Attachment A to the plaintiff in August 2010, several redactions were made in reliance upon the application of 
Exemption (b)(2) as expanded by case law prior to the decision of the United States Supreme Court in Milner v.  Department of the Navy,  No. 09–1163, Decided 
March 7, 2011.  In light of the Milner decision, CBP no longer is asserting Exemption (b)(2).  An asterisk in the “FOIA Exemption Cited” column of this Vaughn 
Index indicates that Exemption (b)(2) was cited as a justification for redacting information from the information released to plaintiff in 2010 but is no longer 
being relied on post-Milner.  In those instances were Exemption (b)(2) was the sole exemption cited by CBP, CBP post-Milner is relying on Exemption (b)(7)(E).   
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Civil No.: 10-3793 
Defendant CBP’s Vaughn Index 

 2

 
Location & 
Other 
Document 
Identifiers
 
 
 
  

Description 
of 
Document(s) 

Bates Stamp 
Page 
Number 

Number 
of  
Pages 

FOIA 
Exemption(s) 
Cited 

Explanation for Redaction(s) under Exemption Cited 

CBP TECS  
Documents  
 
TECS Screen 
prints 
 
“Secondary 
Inspection” 
and 
“Inspection 
Remarks” 

Plaintiff’s 
inspection 
record 
which 
reflects 
Plaintiff’s 
4/12/09 
entry into 
the United 
States, 
including 
the 
inspecting 
officer’s 
comments. 

000007 –  
000008 

2 *(see 
footnote 1 
at page 1 
above) 
 (b)(6) 
(b)(7)(C) 
(b)(7)(E)  
 

Exemption (b)(7)(E) – Computer terminal identification codes, 
screen transaction codes, screen program codes, referral code  
“PF” function navigation codes, names of law enforcement 
databases and results of these queries were withheld because 
disclosure would reveal precise CBP procedures for retrieving law 
enforcement records and navigating law enforcement database and 
would facilitate improper access to CBP’s law enforcement 
database. 
 
Exemptions (b)(6) and (b)(7)(C) – Identification number of CBP 
employee who retrieved record was redacted because release 
would be an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy.  Release of 
such information does not shed light on how CBP performs its 
statutory duties nor is there any public interest in the disclosure of 
such information.  
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Defendant CBP’s Vaughn Index 

 3

 
Location & 
Other 
Document 
Identifiers
 
 
 
  

Description 
of 
Document(s) 

Bates 
Stamp 
Page 
Number 

Number 
of  
Pages 

FOIA 
Exemption(s) 
Cited 

Explanation for Redaction(s) under Exemption Cited 

CBP TECS  
Documents  
 
TECS Screen 
prints 
 
“Secondary 
Inspection” 
and 
“Inspection 
Remarks” 

Plaintiff’s 
inspection 
record 
which 
reflects 
Plaintiff’s 
9/19/07 
entry into 
the United 
States, 
including 
the 
inspecting 
officer’s 
comments.   
 
 

000009-
000010 

2 *(see 
footnote 1 
at page 1 
above) 
(b)(6)  
(b)(7)(C) 
(b)(7)(E)  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Exemption (b)(7)(E) – Computer terminal identification codes, 
screen transaction codes, screen program codes, referral code “PF” 
function navigation codes, names of law enforcement databases 
and results of these queries were withheld because disclosure 
would reveal precise CBP procedures for retrieving law 
enforcement records and navigating law enforcement database and 
would facilitate improper access to CBP’s law enforcement 
database. 
 
Exemptions (b)(6) and (b)(7)(C) – Identification number of CBP 
employee who retrieved record was redacted because release 
would be an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy.  Release of 
such information does not shed light on how CBP performs its 
statutory duties nor is there any public interest in the disclosure of 
such information.  
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Defendant CBP’s Vaughn Index 

 4

 
 
 
Location & 
Other 
Document 
Identifiers
 
 
 
  

Description 
of 
Document(s) 

Bates 
Stamp 
Page 
Number 

Number 
of  
Pages 

FOIA 
Exemption(s) 
Cited 

Explanation for Redaction(s) under Exemption Cited 

CBP TECS  
Documents  
 
TECS Screen 
print 

Plaintiff’s 
PQH API/ 
HIT 
DATA 
record 
which 
reflects 
Plaintiff’s 
01/13/09 
exit from 
the United 
States (San 
Francisco 
Int’l), to 
Paris 
(Charles 
De 
Gaulle).   
 
 

000011  1 *(see 
footnote 1 
at page 1 
above) 
(b)(6) 
(b)(7)(C) 
(b)(7)(E)  
 

Exemption (b)(7)(E) – Computer terminal identification codes, 
screen transaction codes, screen program codes, referral code “PF” 
function navigation codes, names of law enforcement databases 
and results of these queries were withheld because disclosure 
would reveal precise CBP procedures for retrieving law 
enforcement records and navigating law enforcement database and 
would facilitate improper access to CBP’s law enforcement 
database. 
 
Exemptions (b)(6) and (b)(7)(C) – Identification number of CBP 
employee who retrieved record was redacted because release 
would be an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy.  Release of 
such information does not shed light on how CBP performs its 
statutory duties nor is there any public interest in the disclosure of 
such information. 
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Location & Other 
Document 
Identifiers 
  
  

Description 
of 
Document(s) 

Bates 
Stamp 
Page 
Number 

Number 
of  
Pages 

FOIA 
Exemption(s) 
Cited 

Explanation for Redaction(s) under Exemption Cited 

CBP TECS  
Documents  
 
TECS Screen 
print 

Plaintiff’s 
PQH API/ 
HIT 
DATA 
record 
which 
reflects 
Plaintiff’s 
01/21/09 
entry into 
the United 
States (San 
Francisco 
Int’l), from 
Paris, 
France 
(Charles 
de Gaulle).   
 
 

000012 
 

1 *(see 
footnote 1 
at page 1 
above) 
(b)(6) 
(b)(7)(C) 
(b)(7)(E)  
 

Exemption (b)(7)(E) – Computer terminal identification codes, 
screen transaction codes, screen program codes, referral code 
“PF” function navigation codes, names of law enforcement 
databases and results of these queries were withheld because 
disclosure would reveal precise CBP procedures for retrieving 
law enforcement records and navigating law enforcement 
database and would facilitate improper access to CBP’s law 
enforcement database. 
 
Exemptions (b)(6) and (b)(7)(C) – Identification number of CBP 
employee who retrieved record and social security number of 
CBP officer who processed plaintiff upon his arrival to the 
United States were withheld because release would be an 
unwarranted invasion of personal privacy.  Release of such 
information does not shed light on how CBP performs its 
statutory duties nor is there any public interest in the disclosure 
of such information.   
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 6

 
 
 
Location & 
Other Document 
Identifiers 
  
  

Description 
of 
Document(s) 

Bates 
Stamp 
Page 
Number 

Number 
of  
Pages 

FOIA 
Exemption(s) 
Cited 

Explanation for Redaction(s) under Exemption Cited 

CBP TECS  
Documents  
 
TECS Screen 
print 

Plaintiff’s 
PQH API/ 
HIT DATA 
record 
which 
reflects 
Plaintiff’s 
03/28/09 
exit from 
the United 
States 
(Boston 
Logan), to 
London, 
England 
(Heathrow).  
 
 

000013 
 

1 *(see 
footnote 1 
at page 1 
above) 
(b)(6) 
(b)(7)(C) 
(b)(7)(E)  
 

Exemption (b)(7)(E) – Computer terminal identification codes, 
screen transaction codes, screen program codes, referral code 
“PF” function navigation codes, names of law enforcement 
databases and results of these queries were withheld because 
disclosure would reveal precise CBP procedures for retrieving 
law enforcement records and navigating law enforcement 
database and would facilitate improper access to CBP’s law 
enforcement database. 
 
Exemptions (b)(6) and (b)(7)(C) – Identification number of CBP 
employee who retrieved record was withheld because release 
would be an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy.  Release 
of such information does not shed light on how CBP performs its 
statutory duties nor is there any public interest in the disclosure of 
such information.   
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 7

 
Location & 
Other Document 
Identifiers 
  
  

Description of 
Document(s) 

Bates 
Stamp 
Page 
Number 

Number 
of  
Pages 

FOIA 
Exemption(s) 
Cited 

Explanation for Redaction(s) under Exemption Cited 

CBP TECS  
Documents  
 
TECS Screen 
print  

Plaintiff’s PQH 
API/ HIT 
DATA record 
which reflects 
Plaintiff’s 
04/12/09 entry 
into the United 
States (Boston 
Logan) from 
London, 
England 
(Heathrow).   
 
 

000014 
 

1 *(see 
footnote 1 
at page 1 
above) 
(b)(6) 
(b)(7)(C) 
(b)(7)(E)  
 

Exemption (b)(7)(E) – Computer terminal identification 
codes, screen transaction codes, screen program codes, “PF” 
function navigation codes, names of law enforcement 
databases and results of these queries were withheld because 
disclosure would reveal precise CBP procedures for 
retrieving law enforcement records and navigating law 
enforcement database and would facilitate improper access to 
CBP’s law enforcement database. 
 
Exemptions (b)(6) and (b)(7)(C) – Identification number of 
CBP employee who retrieved record was withheld because 
release would be an unwarranted invasion of personal 
privacy.  Release of such information does not shed light on 
how CBP performs its statutory duties nor is there any public 
interest in the disclosure of such information.   
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 8

 
Location & 
Other 
Document 
Identifiers
 
 
 
  

Description of 
Document(s) 

Bates 
Stamp 
Page 
Number 

Number 
of  
Pages 

FOIA 
Exemption(s) 
Cited 

Explanation for Redaction(s) under Exemption Cited 

CBP TECS  
Documents  
 
TECS Screen 
print  

Plaintiff’s 
PQH API/ 
HIT DATA 
record which 
reflects 
Plaintiff’s 
04/05/10 exit 
from the 
United States 
(San 
Francisco, 
Int’l), to 
Frankfurt 
Germany.   
 
 

000015 
 

1 *(see 
footnote 1 
at page 1 
above) 
(b)(6) 
(b)(7)(C) 
(b)(7)(E)  
 

Exemption (b)(7)(E) – Computer terminal identification codes, 
screen transaction codes, screen program codes, referral code 
“PF” function navigation codes, names of law enforcement 
databases and results of these queries were withheld because 
disclosure would reveal precise CBP procedures for retrieving 
law enforcement records and navigating law enforcement 
database and would facilitate improper access to CBP’s law 
enforcement database. 
 
Exemptions (b)(6) and (b)(7)(C) – Identification number of 
CBP employee who retrieved record was withheld because 
release would be an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy.  
Release of such information does not shed light on how CBP 
performs its statutory duties nor is there any public interest in 
the disclosure of such information.   
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Location & 
Other 
Document 
Identifiers
 
 
 
  

Description of 
Document(s) 

Bates 
Stamp 
Page 
Number 

Number 
of  
Pages 

FOIA 
Exemption(s) 
Cited 

Explanation for Redaction(s) under Exemption Cited 

CBP TECS  
Documents  
 
TECS Screen 
print  

Plaintiff’s 
PQH API/ 
HIT DATA 
record which 
reflects 
Plaintiff’s 
04/23/10 
entry into the 
United States 
(Dulles), from 
Frankfurt.   
 
 

000016 
 

1 *(see 
footnote 1 
at page 1 
above) 
(b)(6) 
(b)(7)(C) 
(b)(7)(E)  
 

Exemption (b)(7)(E) – Computer terminal identification codes, 
screen transaction codes, screen program codes, “PF” function 
navigation codes, names of law enforcement databases and 
results of these queries were withheld because disclosure would 
reveal precise CBP procedures for retrieving law enforcement 
records and navigating law enforcement database and would 
facilitate improper access to CBP’s law enforcement database. 
 
Exemptions (b)(6) and (b)(7)(C) – Identification number of CBP 
employee who retrieved record was withheld because release 
would be an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy.  Release 
of such information does not shed light on how CBP performs 
its statutory duties nor is there any public interest in the 
disclosure of such information.   
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Location & 
Other 
Document 
Identifiers
 
 
 
  

Description of 
Document(s) 

Bates 
Stamp 
Page 
Number 

Number 
of  
Pages 

FOIA 
Exemption(s) 
Cited 

Explanation for Redaction(s) under Exemption Cited 

CBP TECS 
User Guide 

Internal CBP 
Guide 
describing 
methods, use 
and 
navigation of 
TECS system 
 

000017 – 
000068 

52 *(see 
footnote 1 
at page 1 
above) 
(b)(7)(E)  
 

Exemption (b)(7)(E) – Step-by-step instructions on how to 
navigate a law enforcement database, step-by-step instructions 
on how to retrieve records from a law enforcement database, 
specific keystroke instructions for querying and navigating the 
database, names of specific modules within a law enforcement 
database, computer query codes, precise details of query 
screens, query screen field descriptions that would reveal law 
enforcement techniques of how system can be queried, 
navigation codes, details regarding the formatting of record 
identification numbers, instructions on how to read results 
screens, system capabilities with respect to related records that 
would reveal law enforcement techniques, rules for data storage 
and information about querying abilities and results that would 
reveal capabilities of system were withheld because release 
would facilitate unlawful access to CBP law enforcement 
database and disclose precise procedures followed by CBP 
officers when conducting law enforcement queries to determine 
the admissibility of international travelers and would disclose 
scope of investigations and techniques/procedures for border 
law enforcement and investigations. 
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Location & 
Other 
Document 
Identifiers
 
 
 
  

Description of 
Document(s) 

Bates 
Stamp 
Page 
Number 

Number 
of  
Pages 

FOIA 
Exemption(s) 
Cited 

Explanation for Redaction(s) under Exemption Cited 

CBP ATS 
User’s Guide 

Internal CBP 
Guide 
describing 
methods, use 
and 
navigation of 
ATS system 
 
 

000069 –  
000187 

119 *(see 
footnote 1 
at page 1 
above) 
(b)(7)(E)  
 

Exemption (b)(7)(E) – Step-by-step instructions on how to 
navigate a law enforcement database, step-by-step instructions 
on how to retrieve records from a law enforcement database, 
specific drop down menus and instructions for querying and 
navigating the database, names of specific modules within a law 
enforcement database, computer query codes, precise details of 
query screens, query screen field descriptions that would reveal 
law enforcement techniques of how system can be queried, 
navigation buttons, instructions on how to read results screens, 
system capabilities with respect to records that would reveal law 
enforcement techniques, and information about querying 
abilities and results that would reveal capabilities of system 
were withheld because release would facilitate unlawful access 
to law enforcement databases and disclose precise procedures 
followed by CBP officers when conducting law enforcement 
queries to determine the admissibility of international travelers 
and would disclose scope of investigations and 
techniques/procedures for border law enforcement and 
investigations. 
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Privacy Act Request 

U.S. Customs and Border Protection 

Office ofField Operations 

Freedom of.lnf(trmation ActIPrivaey Act, Room S.5-C 

1360 ·Pen-nsyivania Avenue, NW . 


. Washington, D.C. 20229 

Dear-FOIA officer, 
This letter constitutes a request under the Privacy Act, 5 U.S.C. 

§S52a. .I requeSt copies ofall information relating to myself contained in the 

b"ystem ofrecords established for the Automated Targeting System ("A TS"). 

NotiCe ofthis system of~rds ("SORN") was made in the Federal Register 

on NovelI,lber 2,2006 (Volume 71, Number 212, pages 64543-64546). This 

letter of explanation is accompanied by acompleted Request for 

RecordslPrivacy Act Release F ann. 

My request is for all infonnation relating to myse~re~erenced in the 

Categories ofRecords in the System section ofthe SORN. Specifically, I 

am asking for any records relating to any risk assessm~ the rules used for 

determiDing the assessments, any pointer or reference to the underlying 

records from other systems that resulted in the assessments, and any API 

(Advance Passenger Information) and PNR (p~sengerName RecOrd) 

iDf'ormation obta..iQed from commercial air, rail, or road carriers, CRSs 

(Computerized Reservation Systems), GOSs (Global Distribution Systems), 
. . 

PNR aggregators or intermediaries, or other third parties. I am requesting 

these records as is my right under 5 U.S.C. § S52·a(d)(1). (See also OMB 

Guidelines (40 Fed. Reg. 28948, 28957) as well as a 2004 U.S. Department 

.) 
US00081 
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oflustice overview ofthe Privacy Act, "a requestor need not state his reasone·') 
for seeking access to records under the Privac~ Act ..• "1) 

Should CBP provide less than a complete copy of all records relating 

to myselfcontained in this system ofrecords, I request a detailed 

explanation as to the reasons for denying or not fully complying with my 
, ' 

request. 

My full Il8l1le is: EDWARD JOHN HASBROUCK. 

My current address is: 1130 TREAT AVENUE 
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94110 

My date of birth is: JANUARY 11, 1960 

My place ofbirth is: CAMBRIDGE, MA 

I ask that your response to this Privacy Act request, and all other 
. ) 

communication by you to me regarding this matter, be ~ected ~ lames P. 

Harrison, staffattorney at the First Amendmerit Projef?l This request also 

constitutes mY sworn statement verifying and identifying Mr. Harrison as 

my representativC! in this matter. I expressly authorize you to release.to him 

copies ofmY records contained in the system of records mentioned above 

and to respond to any other Privacy Act request made by him on my behalf. 

Mr. Harrison's address is: 

J~es P. Harrison 
First Amendment Project 

1736 Frariklin Street, 9th Floor 

Oakland, CA 94612 

I USDOJ: FOIA: OVERVIEW: OF mE PRIVACY ACT OF 1974,2004 EDmON, 
"Individual's Right orAccess. May 2004. available at 
htI;p:llwww.usdoj.gov/oipl1974indrigacc.htm. 

US00082 
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http:release.to


• I promise to pay reasonable fees incurred in the copying,ofthese 

documents up to the amount of$25. Ifthe estimated fees will be greater 
, " " 

than that amount, please contact Mr. HBrrison ~fore such expenses are 

incurred. 

!fyou deny all or any part ofthis request, please cite each specific 

exemption that forms the basis ofyolli refusal to rel~ the mro~on and 

nOtify Mr. HairiS"oii"ofthe" appeal procedtire!favaifu.ble under the law. 

, I have traveled to from the United Sta~, by commercial air carrier, 
. . 

within the previous five years. Should CBP need my travel information to 

locate the requested recprds, please contact James P. Harrison and'sPecify. 
the information YllU require. 

Pursuant to 28 uses §1726, and in compliance with 6 CFR 5.21(d), I . , 

decl~ (certify, verify, or state) under penaity ofperjury that the foregoing 

is true and correct 

. Executed on this date: 

Signature: 

EDWARD JOHN HASBROUCK 

• 

US00083 
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U.s. CUstoms anll Border ProtectiOB 

OffiCe dH''Ieid:open1io1ll . 

Freedoi!torlDfo~atiOB A~eyAt4Room s.s.c. 

1300 p'~~1vaJda Avenue. NW 

WaSh~~a,D.C. 2822' 


RltQl$ST'FORUCORD~RiVAC¥Ac;::r~~ FORM 
Req)l_'reeetved wiOlout a tetter.of~laDa~Will not be proeesseil. 

..' (pl. PriDt) 

Family Name GivcnNamc 

lIASaROUCK BDW.ARD JOHN 

Address (Street Number and Name) 

. i130t.REAT AVENUE 

City Zip COde 

SAN FRANCISCO CA 941io 

ColJDtty ofBirth . Other names used; if1lIIY 

JANUARY 11, 1960 USA 

Name at time ofentry into the U.s. Dates ofBlrby into the U.S. POrts ofED1ry into the U.s. 

EDWARD JOHN MULTIPLEENTRIES MULTIPLE AIRPORTS 
HASBROUCK BY FOOT, PRIVATE C~ AND MULtIPLE LAND 

aus, 'tRAIN~ AND.AIRLINE PORTS OF ENTRY , 
AlienRegistratiozi Number Petition or Claim Receipt 

212838038 (pREVIOUS PASSPORTS 158700338~ 0521874(8) 

Conaent to.~ InformatioD (Coinplete 1/1'iame. is dilfer¢from ref{lll!Ster) . .', 

I understand ~ knowingly or willfully seeking' or obtaini:.Qgaccess to records and/or information about another 

person UDder false pretenses ispunisbable by·a fine lip to $5,000. I also understand that any applicable fees must 

be paid by me.l requeSt that any located 'and disclOSlible CBP' records anellor information be forwarded to: 
. .. . ; 

Name ofRcquester (Last. Yust and MidcDc Name) 

Address (Street Number and Name) AptNmnbcr 

Zip Code 

I declare (or certify, verifY. or state) under penalty ofpeIjury under the laws oftbe United States of 
America that the foregoing is true and COITeCt. . . 

Signature Date 

US00084 
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U.S. Department ofHomeland Security 
Washington, DC 20229 

August 13, 2007 

James P. Harrison 
First Amendment Project 
1736 Franklin Street, 9th Floor 
Oakland, California 94612 

u.s. Customs and 

Border Protection 


DIS-2-0FO:FP DG 
2007F4114 

Dear Mr. Harrison: 

This is in acknowledgement and response to your Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) 
request, on behalf of your client Edward John Hasbrouck. 

A search of U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP) database has produced 
fourteen (14) pages of requested documents. Certain portions of these documents are 
exempt from disclosure pursuant to 5 USC 552 (b)(2), as they are administrative 
markings and are related solely to the internal administrative practices of this agency. 
In addition, specific sections are excepted from revelation pursuant to exemption 
(b)(7)(C) of the FOIA, as they are names of individuals the disclosure of which would 
constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy. 

If you consider the deletions to constitute a partial denial of your request for disclosure, 
you may appeal to the Office of Regulations and Rulings, U.S. Customs and Border 
Protection, 1300 Pennsylvania Avenue NW r Mint Annex 5th Floor, Washington, D.C. 
20229. Both the front of the envelope and the appeal letter should contain the notation 
"Freedom of Information Act Appeal." 

Please notate file number 2007F4114 on any future correspondence to CBP related to 
this request 

Sincerely, 

Usa Brown 
Director, Field Programs 

Office of Field Operations 


Enclosures 

FAP 0163 
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Freedom ofInformation ActLPrivacy Act Appeal 
~ 

Office ofRegulations and Rubp 

United States Customs and Border Proteetion 

1300 Pensylvania Avenue, NW 

MiDt AIlne%, Silo Floor 

Wa&bington, D.C. 2Oll!) 


Dear FOIA Appeals Officer, 

I am in receipt ofyoor response to my client Edward Hasbrouck's Privacy Act 

request. identified by CBP as file number 2007F4114. His request was for all orms records 

COfi1ained in the A 1'8 system ofrecords. The CBP has failed to release all of the categories of 

infn!.mation responsive to this request that I have reason to believe exist in the ATS system of 

fetl.K.rds. Similar requests by other individuals confinn that data, not provided to my client, is 

included in typical A1'8 records. 

My client's request stated: 

My request is for all infonnation relating to myseJfreferenced in the Categories ofRecords in the 
S~.e!'l:'1 section ofthe SORN. Specifically. I am asking for any records relating to any risk . 
assessments, the roles used for detennining the assessments. any pointer or reference to the 
uridedying records from other systems that resulted in the asse.ssments, and any API (Advance 
Passenger Information) and PNR (passenger Name Record) biformation obtained from 
commercial air, rail. or road carriers, CRSs (Computerized Reservation Systems), ODSs (Global 
Distribution Systems), PNR aggregators or intermediaries, or other third parties ..•• 

My client appeals the CBP's response to his records request due to its failure to 

disclose any infonnation othertban the 16 pages (erroneously described in Ms. Brown's cover 

letter as 14 pages) attached to Ms. Brown's letter ofAugust 13,2007. Appealed is CBP's failure 

to disclose any of the following: 

A. ATS and PNR records relating to Mr. Hasbrouck's travel prior to June 23, 2003. 

B. PNRs containing data entered by. or otherwise identifiable with. Mr. Hasbrouck in 

his capacity as a travel agent. These include, but arc not limited to, PNRs from the Sabre 

CDmputerizcd reservation sys~m showing PNR history entries from pseudo-city code A787 and 

. agent sines A24 or AER. and all records identifiable witif:.CIlA:T~~e.t~aif"'~:::~~l!~ 

_and agent "BR" or ·'EDWARD". 

C. Portions of responsive PNRs not displayed on the "face" (front page) or "history" 


(audit trail) of the PNR. The existence ofadditional categories ofPNR data in ATS records is' 


• 
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specifically conflnned both in the SORN and in the portions ofPNRS disclosed in response to 

Mr. Hasbrouck's request, described.in lines such as ''FLEClRONIC [ticket] DATA EXISTS 1 
·HTE", ''LINEAR FARE DATA EXISTS] ·LP". and "VCR COUPON DATA EXISTS ~ 

TO DISPLAV". This data includes, but is not limited to, ticketing records (including electronic 

and paper ticket records), frequent flyer data, and seating records. This data typically exists 

buried within PNRs without explicit mention oftheir existence on the face ofthe PNR. Without 

access to the complete PNRs in their original electronic form. as well as the specifications for the 

systems in which they were created and stored and the protocols by which they were transmitted. 

it is impossible to know with certainty what other data might be contained in the responsive 

PNRs. 

D. Split PNRs iden~fiable with Mr. Hasbrouck through "SPLIr or "DMDED" 

references in PNRs (as mentioned in the SORN and visible in the portions ofPNRs disclosed to 

Mr. Hasbrouck), as well as any API data and any other A TS infonnation associated with those 

splitPNRs. 

E. Risk assessments pertaining to Mr. Hasbrouck or to risk assessments records 

identifiable with Mr. Hasbrouck, as mentioned in the SORN. 

F. The rules used for determining the risk assessments, as mentioned in the SORN. 

G. API data concerning Mr. Hasbrouck, including API data corresponding to the air 

travel PNRs disclQsed in the CBP's response to Mr. Hasbrouck request as well as API data 

fC(;Cived 1i:om rail and road ~crs.Mr. Hasbrouck has been specifically told by air, rail, and 

road carriers that tht?y have provided API data concerning Mr. Hasbrouck to the CBP. 

Mr. Hasbrouck has reason to believe that as-yet-undisclosed infonnation responsive 

to his request in each oftbe categories listed above t.:xists in the ATS System of records. The 

CBP has not listed or described any of the responsive information that it has not disclosed,has 

not indicated the amount of. responsive infonnation not disclosed, has not given any explanation 

as to its reasons for not fully complying. with his request for this information, and has Dot 

claimed that any ofthis infonnation is exempt from the requirements for complete and 

unredacted disclosure. 

It is unclear whether the CSP's faiJure to diselose this information indicates 

incompetence (m particular. lack ofsufficient technicat knowledge ofPNRs to know how to 

identify or retrieve all elements ofa PNR. to determine their meaning sufficiently to know which 
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records are responsive to his request, or to determine which records are properly exempt from 

disclosure), lack ofdue diligence in searching and retrieval ofrecords, or bad faith. In Ught of 

. the CBP's manifest failure to disclose all categories of responsive records or all portions ofthose 

records, Mr. Hasbrouck requests a diligent, good faith. de novo search for responsive records and 

de novo review to determine which records or portions ofrecords should be disclosed. In light 

of the CBP's failure It? provide all portions of PNRs, even where the existence ofadditional PNR 

components is clear from the portions ofPNRs disclosed, Mr. Hasbrouck also requests that 8:11 

PNR's be disclosed in their original and unredacted electronic fonnat in addition to their 

disclosure in hardcopy fonn. Disclosure ofrecords in electronic fonn is particular appropriate 

and necessary here where the original electronic records contain meaningful but non-ASCII 

display and storage charaoters typical of PNRs, which cannot be fully or unambiguously 

rendered into ASCII or typica1 printer character sets. 

The CBP's claimed exemptions, noted next their redactions in the documents 

provided, are arbitrary, inconsistent:, and appear unjustified. For example, some orMr. 

Hasbrouck's own business telephone numbers C'AIRTREKS.COM ... BOWARC") were 

redacted on the purported grounds that their disclosure would infringe the rights ofthird parties 

- when in fact thc:y are the requesters own numbers. Mr. Hasbrouck appeals aU ofCBP's 

. redactions and their associated claimed exemptions.• 

Executed on this day: September 13,2007 

Signature: 
James Harrison 
The First Amendment Project 
1736 Franklin St, 9'" Floor 
Oakland, CA 94560 

• 
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EDWARD HASBROUCK 
U30 Treat Avenue 

San Francisco. CA 94110, USA 
phone +1-415..a24-0214 
edward@hasbrouclc.org 

15 October 2009 . 

Privacy Act Request 

u.s. Customs and Border Protection 
FOlAlPrivacy Act Division 
'99 - 9th Street NW, Mint Annex 
Washington, DC 20001-4501 

Dear FOIAlPrivacy Act Officer, 

This letter constitutes a request under the Privacy Act. 5 U.S.C. §552a. 

I request copies ofill information pertaining to myself contained in the 

following systems ofrecords maintained by the CBP: the Automated Targeting 

System (ATS, DHS/CBP"()06), Advance Passenger Information System (APIS, 

·DHSlCBP"()oS). Border Crossing Information System (BCIS. DHS/CBP-D07), 

Arrival and Departure Information System (ADIS. DHSIUSVISIT-OOl), and U.S. 

Customs and Border Protection TECS (DHS/CBP-Oll). This request includes any 

Passenger Name Record (PNR) data and Interagency Border Inspection System 

(IBIS) data, regardless of the system(s) ofrecords in which it is deemed to reside. 

This request includes any records held jointly by CBP in conjunction with any 

other agency, or in interagency systems of records. 

My request includes all information relating to myself refc:renced in the 

"Categories ofRecords in the Systemn section of the "System ofRecords Notice" 

(SORN ) for each of these systems ofrecords. 

Edward Hasbrouck, Privacy Act request. 15 October 2009 (page 1 of6) 
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With respect to TECS, this request includes the indexes ofTEeS records as 

weJJ as the detail page or pages pertaining to each entry on that index. 

With respect to ATS.this request includes, but is not limited to, all of the 

categories listed in the most recent ATS System of Records Notice (SORN). as 

publisbed on August 6,2007. at 72 Federal Register 43650-436S6. This includes 

any PNR information, any records relating to any risk assessments, the rules used 

for determining the assessments, and any pointer or reference to the underlying 

records from other systems that resulted in the assessments. This request includes 

all PNR data in any ofthese systems of records., not merely a sample ofPNRs or 

the most recenfpNRs. This request includes all portions ofthe PNR. including the 

"face" ofeach PNR. the "history" of each PNR, any ticket records (ticket images 

..for printed tickets, "electronic coupon records" or "virtual coupon records" for 

electronic tickets), and any other data included in or retrievable from the PNR. 

regardless ofwhether or not that data is displayed on the "face" of the PNR. 

This request includes all infonnation about myself contained in PNRs for 

my own travel as well as any infonnation about me in PNRs for other individuals' 

travel, such as "split" PNRs cross-referenced with the record locators of PNRs for 

my travel, and any other PNRs that contain my name. telephone number(s) or other 

contact information, credit card or payment information, travel agent identifying· 

information, or any other identifying particular in ill)!. field (including "received", 

"phone", ·'address"~ "delivery", "customer", "account", "form ofpayment", 

"ticketing", "remarks", OSI, and SSR entries) or in the "history" ofthe PNR. 

This request includes an~ APIS, ADIS, BCIS~ ATS, TECS. or other 

information from air or surface transportation carriers (including but not limited to 

operators of trains inclUding Amtrak and VIA Rail Canada, buses including 

Edward Hasbrouck:. Privacy Act request. 15 October 2009 (page 2 of 6) 
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Greyhound, ferries, cruise lines, and operators of other ocean vessels), eRSs 

(Computerized Reservation Systems). GDSs (Global Distribution Systems), PNR 

aggregators or intermediaries, or other third parties, for travel by any and all means 

oftransport including by foot or bicycle, and any secondary inspection records. 

I also request a complete accounting ofany and all disclosures that have 

been made ofany or all ofthese records, including the date, nature, and purpose of 

each disclosure, the specific information disclosed. and the name and address of 

the person, organization, or agency to which the disclosure was made . 

I believe that CBP may have such records because I have traveled to, from. 

transiting. or overflying U.S. airspace or U.S. territory, or have made reservations. 

paid for tickets, or had infonnation about me provided to airlines or train, bus. 

ferry, or ocean vessel operators, in conjunction with such travel by other people. 

I am entitled by DHS policy to make this request regardless ofmy 

nationality or country of residence: ''DHS has made a policy decision to extend 

administrative Privacy Act protections to PNR data stored in the ATS 

regardless of the nationality or country of residence ofthe data subject, including 

data that relates to European citizens. Consistent with U.S. law, DHS also 

maintains a system accessible by individuals, regardless oftheir nationality or 

country ofresidence, for providing redress to persons seeking information about or 

correction ofPNR." Letter from Michael Chertoff, Secretary ofHomeland 

Security, to Mr Luis Amado, President ofthe Council of the European Union. as 

published in the Official Journal ofthe European Union, 4.8.2007 (L 204123). 

"DHS components will handle non·U.S. person PH [Personally Identifiable 

Information] held in mixed systems in accordance with the fair information 

practices, as set forth in the Privacy Act. Non-U.S. persons have the right of access 

Edward Hasbrouck, Privacy Act request, I S October 2009 (page 3 of6) 
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to their PIT and the right to amend their records, absent an exemption under the 

Privacy Act ." DHS Privacy Policy Regarding Collection, Use, Retentiol\ and 

Dissemination ofInfonnation on Non-U.S. Persons, DHS Privacy Policy 

Guidance Memorandum Number 2007-1 , as amended January 7, 2009. 

Should CBP provide less than a complete copy ofall records relating to 

myself contained in these systems of records, I request a detailed explanation as to 

the reasons for denying or not fully complying with my request. I request that you 

"black auf' rather than '''white ouf' any withheld information. 

In an effort to assist with your search for these records, I am providing the 

following additional infonnation and identifying particulars about myself: 

My full name is: Edward John Hasbrouck 

My current address is: 1130 Treat Ave~, San Francisco, CA 94110, USA 

My date ofbirth is: January 11, 1960 

My place ofbirth is: Cambridge, MA, USA 

My country ofcitizenship is: USA 

My current and past U.S. passport numbers are: 212838038 

158700338 

052187408 

My current and past telephone numbers, each of which is or was a 

residentiallandline listed in my name, a mobile phone or VOIP phone number with 

an account in my name, or a business direct line used exclusively by me, include: 

415-824-8562 

415-824-0214 

415-533-4165 

415-977-7183 . 

Edward Hasbrouck, Privacy Act request. 15 October 2009 (page 4 of6) 
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The identifYing particulars ofrecords pertaining to me as a travel agent 

include, but are not limited to, all PNRs from the Sabre CRS/GDS showing PNR 

history entries from pseudo-city code A7&7 (including owner, creator, and history 

entries) and agent sines A24 or AEH , and all records from the Sabre, 

GalileolApollo, Amadeus, or Worldspan CRSslGDSs identifiable with 

ARCIIATA travel agency number 05626515 or agency "Airtreks", "Airtreks.com". 

or "High Adventure Travel", and agent or "received" or agent phone entries 

including "EH" or IIEDWARD" in the PNR or any PNR history entries. 

Since names can be entered in different ways in reservations and PNRs, I 

request that your search include "HASBROUCKlEDWARD JOHN", 

"HASBROUCKlEDWARD f'. "HASBROUCKlEDWARD", 

"HASBROUCKlEDWARD JOHN MR", "HASBROUCKIEDWARD JMR",and 

"HASBROUCKJEDWARD MR", in addition to any other variations which would 

otherwise be included in your search methodology. Since misspellings and data 

entry errors in PNRs are common, I request that you search by "similar" or "like" 

name, and using any available ''fuzzy matching" capability, rather than solely by 

exact name. Since transposition ofnames in PNRs is common, I request that for 

each ofthese pennutations you search by "LAST NAMEIFIRST NAME" as well 

as by "FIRST NAMEILAST NAME". I request that you search PNRs and other 

records for my name and identifYing particulars using any indexed fields (such as 

names in form of payment fields) or fields by which data may be retrieved, and not 

solely by my name in the "name" field ofPNRs. Ifdata is retrievable by full-text 

search ("grep"). I request that you perform a full-text search in addition to any 

searches ofindexes. Should CBPneed further information to locate all of the 

requested records, please contact me and specifY the information you require. 

Edward Hasbrouck, Privacy Act request, IS October 2009 (page S of6) 
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I note that the types ofnumbers and personal identifiers by which 

information is retrieved are not listed in the SORNs for any of these systems of 

records. Ifthere are any other numbers or identifying particulars by which 

information from any ofthese systems ofrecords is retrieved (mcluding by indexes 

ofthese identifiers or by full-text search), I request that you advise me of the 

complete list ofthese numbers and identifying particulars by which data in any of 

these systems ofn:cords is retrievable (including iffull-text search is a.vailable), so 

that I can supply you with the necessary information to retrieve all my records. 

I promise to pay reasonable fees incurred in the copying ofthese documents 

up to the amount of $2S. If the estimated fees win be greater than. that amount, 

please con1act me before such expenses are incurred. 

Ifyou deny all or any part ofthis ~ please cite each specific 

exemption that forms the basis ofyour refusal to release the information and notify 

me of the appeal procedures available under the la.w. 

Pursuant to 28 USC §1726, and in compliance with 6 CFR S.21(d), I declare 

(certify, verify, or state) under penalty ofperju:ry that the foregoing is true and 

correct to the best ofmy knowledge and beliet: 

Executed in the City and County ofSan Francisco, CA, USA, on this date: 

• 

Signature: 

Edward Hasbrouck. Privacy Act: request. 15 October 2009 (page 6 of6) 
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Edward Hasbrouck 
The Idemily Project 

1736 franklin Street, 9th Floor 
Oakland. CA 94612 

edward@hasbrouckorg 
telephone 510·208-7744 

October 15, 2009 

U.S. Customs and Border Protection 
FOIA Division 
799 - 9th Street NW, Mim Annex 
Washington, DC 20229-1177 

fax 202-572-8755 

FOIA/PRIVACY ACT REQUEST 

Fee benefit requested 

Fee waiver requested 


Dear ForA Officer: 

Pursuant to the federal Freedom oflnfomlation Act, 5 U.S.C. § 552, I request access to 
and copies of any and all documents and records describing the search systems and methods, 
indl:xing, query formats and options,data fields and formatting, and the numbers or other 
identifYing particulars by which Passenger Name Record (PNR) or other data can be retrieved 
fr'OJn the Automated Targeting System (ATS. DHS/CBP-006). Advance Passenger Information 
System (APIS, DHS/CBP-005), Border Crossing Information System (BClS~ DHS/CBP-007)! 
Arrival and Departure Infonnation System (ADIS. DHSIUSVISIT-OO I), and U.S. Customs and 
Border Protection TECS (DHSJCBP-O 11 ) systems ofrecords. 

Specifically, this request any user manuals, training manuals or materials, reference 
manuals, query foonat guides, search protocols or instructions: interpretation guides: standard 
operating procedures, contract specifications, sofh.vare use cases or other functional or 
tedmical speCifications, Application Programming Interface (API) specifications and fonnats 
for any software or systems which contain, process, or interact with these records, and the 
contents of any online or electronic help or reference system for any of these SYSlemS. 

This request includes any responsive records of (1) the CBP FOIA and Privacy Act 
offices (such as protocols, references, and manuals that may be used in retrieving andfor 
interpreting PNR or olher data in response to Privacy Act andfor FOIA requests); (2) any 
offices or agencies responsible for policies and procedures related to the collection, retention. 

The Identity Project FOIA request for search and retrieval info (page I of3) 
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or use of this data; (3 ) any offices or agencies which have access to or use records retrieved 
from these these systems of records, and whieh may have manuals, protocols. or the like for 
such usage; (4) any offices or agencies responsible for or engaged in development, deployment, 
or operation ofsoftware or systems that use data from.or interface with, these systems of 
records. or contracting with third parties for such development, deployment, or operation, and 
(5) any other office or agency identifiable as having. or likely to have. responsive records. 

As a representative of the news media I am only required to pay for the direct cost of 
duplication after the first 100 pages. Through this request, I am gathering information on what 
infonnation is eontained in these systems of records; how it is organized, structured, and 
indexed;and how it can be searched and retrieved; all ofwhich is of cUlTent interest to the 
public because of public uncertainty regarding what information is contained in these CBP 
records and how CBP is able to search and retrieve this data. 

This infonnation is being sought on behalf ofThe Identity Project ("IDP"). IDP 
provides advice, assistance, pUblicity, and legal defense to those who find their rights infringed 
or their legitimate activities curtailed by demands for identification, and builds public 
awareness about the effects of ID requirements on fundamental rights. IDP is a program of the 
First Amendment Project, Ii nonprofit organization providing legal and educational resources 
dedicated to protecting and promoting First Amendment rights. 

One of the principal activities oflDP is publication ofthe informational and educational 
Web site at <http://www.papersPlease.org>, where we have published documents obtained in 
response to our previous FOIA requests, including an extensive report at 
<http://www.papersplease.orglwpI2007/09121/the-homeland-security-vacuum-cleanerl> 
containing excerpts, interpretation, and analysis ofCBP responses to Privacy Act requests for 
PNRs and other ATS records. That IDP report has been the primary source used by other news 
organizations for reporting about these records, including the front-page report in the 
Washington Post, "Collecting ofDetails on Travelers Documented", by Ellen Nakashima, 
September 22,2007, available at <http://www.washingtonpost.comlwp-dynlcontentJaniclei 
20071091211ARl007092102347.html>. Infonnation obtained in response to this request will be 
used to infonn future lOP reporting and educational materials on our Web site. This 
infonnation will also be publicized through my own Web site and blog oftravel news, 
infonnation, and advice,"The Practical Nomad", at <http://hasbrouek.org> and 
<http://hasbrouck.orglblog>, which has been a leading source ofnews concerning government 
records about travelers, including how they are organized, searchable, and retrievable. 

Please waive any applicable fees. Release ofthe infonnadon is in the public interest 
because it will contribute significantly to public understanding ofgovernment operations and 
activities. There has been. and continues to be, extensive interest in what records of travel are 
are kept by CBP,and in how members of the public can inspect and obtain copies of these 
recrods pertaining to themselves. Because none ofthe System ofRecords Notices (SORNs) for 
these systems of records lists the numbers or other identifYing particulars by which infonnation 

The Identity Project FOIA request for search and retrieval info (page 20f3) 
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can be retrieved. it is impossible for members ofthe public to bow what those I1l1IDbem or 
identifying particulm might be, or to provide them in a request pursuant to the Privacy Acl 
Public knowledge ofthe information sought by this request and likely to be contained in 
records responsive to this request - specifically. the numbers or identifyin.s particulars by 
which information is retrievable - is an essential precondition to the informed and meaningful 
ability ofthe public to exercise their right ofaccess under the Privacy Act to information 
pertaining to themselves for these systems ofrecords. and is thus of great public interesl 

Ifmy request is denied in whole or part, I ask that you justify all deletions by reference 
to specific exemptions ofthe act. I will also expect you to release all seg:regable portioDs of 
otherwise exempt material. 1. ofco~ reserve the right to appeal your decision to withhold 
any information or to deny a waiver offees. 

Please respond as soon as possible to confirm your receipt ofthis request 1 look 
forward to your complete reply within 20 business days, as the statute requires. 

Thank you for your assistance. 

Sincerely. 

~~ 
Edward Hasbrouck 

Consultant on travel-related issues 
The Identity Project 

The Identity Project FOlA request for seareh and retrieval info (page 3 of3) 
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Edward Hasbrouck 
The Identity Project 

1736 Frariklin Street, 9th Floor 
Oakland, CA 94612 

edward@hasbrouckorg 
telephone 510-208-7744 

October 15, 2009 

U.S. Customs and Border Protection 
FOIA Division 
799 - 9th Street NW. !..fint Annex 
Washington, DC 20229-1177 

fax 202-572-8755 

FOIAIPRIVACYACT REQUEST 
Fee benefit requested 
Fee waiver requested 

Dear FOIAlPrivacy Act Officer: 

Pursuant to the federal Freedom oflnformation Act, 5 U.S.C. § 552, and/or the Privacy 
Act:, S U.S.C. §S52a.• I request access to and copies ofany and all documents and records 
created by CBP or other a~e ofprocessing ofmy Privacy Act request,. CBP 
file number 2007F41 14, an~ur response to that request. 

To assist you in locating responsive r rds;i~d copies ofmy Privacy Act 
request; your response to that request dat August 13, 2007; m appeal; and the receipt 
showing that my appeal was delivered to CBP on er 18, 2007 at 08:25 AM' in 
Washington. DC 20229 and was signed for by "Stephen Christenson". I have received no 
response: to that appeal. So far as I know, it remains pending with eBP. 

This request includes any responsive records of(1) the CBP FOIA and Privacy Act 
offices; (2) the office(s) in which Stepben Christenson did or docs wor~ or to which his former 
duties. files. or records were transferred or assigned; (3) any other office or agency which was 
consulted or contacted by CBP in the course ofprocessing my request andlor appeal; and (4) 
any other office or agency identifiable as having, or likely to have, responsive records. 

I hereby waive any objections which I might be entitled to assert under the Privacy Act 
to the release under FOIA, in response to this request, ofinfonnation pertaining to me. 

The Identity Project FOIArequest for Privacy Act processing records (page I 013) 
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.' As a representative ofthe news media I am only required to pay for the direct cost of 
duplication after the first 100 pages. Through this request, I am gatbering information on TSA 
processing ofPrivacy Act requests and appeals for Passenger Name Records (PNRs) and other 
Automated Targeting System (ATS) records that is ofcun:ent interest to the public because of 
public uncertainty regarding what information is contaiDed in these CBP records, and whether 
members ofthe publi~are able to ob1ain access to these records pertaining to themselves. rights 

This information is being sought on behalf ofThe Identity Project ("IDP,,). IDP 
provides advice, assistance, publicity, and legal defense to those who find their rights infiinged 
or their legitimate activities curtailed by demands for identification, and builds public 
awareness about the effects ofID requirements on fiJndamental rights. IDP is a program ofthe 
First Amendment Project, a nonprofit organization providing legal and educational resomces 
dedicated to protecting and promoting First Amendment rights. 

One ofthe principal activities of IDP is publication of the informational and educational 
Web site at <http://www.papersPlease.org>, where we have published documents obtained in. 
response to our previous FOIA requests, including an extensive report at 
<http://www.papersplease.orgIwpI2007l09121lthe-homeIand-security-vacuum-cleanerl> 
containing excerpts, intelpretation, and analysis ofCBP responses to Privacy Act requests for 
PNRs and other ATS records, including the response to my Privacy Act request That IDP 
report has been the primary source used by other news organizations for reporting about these 
records, including the front-page report in the Washington Post, "Colleeting of Details on 
Travelers Documented", by Ellen Nakashima, September 22, 2007, available at 
<http://www.wasbingtonpostcom/wp-dynlcontentlarticlcl2007/09121/ 
AR2007092102347.htmI>. Information obtained in response to this request will be used to 
inform future IDP reporting and educational materials on our Web site. 'Ibis information will 
also be publicized through my own Web site and blog oftravel news. information, and 
advice,.'The Practical Nomad". at <http:/n:tasbrouck.org> and <b.ttp:Jlhasbrouckorg1blog>, 
which has been a leading source ofnews concerning govemmcnt recmds about travelers. 

Please waive any applicable fees. Release ofthe information is in the public interest 
because it will contribute significantly to public understanding ofgovernment opemtions and 
activities. There has been, and continues to be, extensive interest in what records ofnvel are 
are kept by CBP and how CBP responds to requests for those records. Because the DBS has 
made public commitments concerning how it will respond to such requests, and because those 
commitments have been relied on by foreign governments in negotiating and debating 
international agreements concerning access to and transfers ofPNR and other travel data, 
information about how actual requests and appeals are processed is ofgreat political concern. 

This public concern as to how CBP processes requests and appeals is especially great 
wherc,as in this case, CBP has not responded within the time limits in the Privacy Act. and has 
not responded to an appeal for more than two years. 

The Identity P10ject FOIA n:qucst tor PrivacyAct p.nx:essing records (page 2 of3) 
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'. 

Ifmy request is denied in whole or part, I ask: 1hat you justify all deletions by reference 

to specific exemptions ofthe act I will also expect you to release all segregable portions of 
otherwise exempt material. I, ofcourse, reserve the right to appeal your decision to withhold 
any information or to deny a waiver offees. 

Please respond as soon as possible to confirm your receipt ofthis request I look 
forward to your complete reply within 20 business days, as the s1atUte requires. 

Thank you for your assistance. 

Pursuant to 28 USC § 1 m. and in compliance with 6 CFR S.2I(d), I declare (certify, 
verify. or state) under penalty ofperjury that I am Edward John Hasbrouck, the subject of the 
attached Privacy Act request and appeal, as identified in that request and appeal, and that the 
foregoing is true and correct to the best ofmy knowledge and beUef. 

Executed in the City and County ofSan Francisco, CA, USA, on this date: 

Edward Hasbrouck 

Consultant on 1ravel*related issues 
The Identity Project 

The Identity Project FOIA Iequest for PrivacyAct processing reooIds (page 3 on) 
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EDWARD HASBROUCK 
1130 Treat Avenue 

San Francisco, CA 94ll0, USA 
phone +1-415-824--0214 
edwar'd@hasbroucltorg 

Decemnberl0,2009 

PrivacyAct Appeals Officer 
United States Customs and Border Protection 
799 9th Street NW. MintAonex 
Washington, DC 20229-1179 

PRIVACY ACT APPEAL (Appeal ofeonstractlve deDfal) 

Dear Privacy ActAppeals Officer: 

On October IS, 2009, I made a request by Express Mail pursuant to the federal Privacy 
Act, 5 U.S.c. §552a, for documents and records pertaining to myself contained in specified 
CBP systems ofrecords. A copy ofmy request is attache~ along with a copy oftbe delivery 
confirmation from the U.S. Postal Service showing that it was signed for on behalf oftbe CBP 
FOIAlPrivacy Act office by "E. Tmeh" on October 19,2009. 

I have not yet received any acknowledgment or response whatsoever to my request. 
other than the delivery confinnation from the Postal Service. It has been 35 business days since 
my request was received by your agency. Accordingly, I deem my request to be denied. 

Pursuant to the PrivacyAct, I appeal the constructive denial ofmy request and request 
that you promptly search for and provide me with all the information I origina1ly requested.. 

Please reply as soon as possible to confirm your receipt ofthis appeal. 

I· 

Edward Basbmuck. Privacy Act appeal ofconstructive deDial ofrequest (page 1of1) 

, 
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Edward Hasbrouck 
The Identity Project 

1736 Franklin Street, 9th Floor 
Oakland, CA 94612 

cdward@hasbrouck.org 
telephone S10-208-7744 

December 1O~ 2009 
FOIAAppcals Officer 
United States Customs and Border Protection 
799 9th Street NW~MintAnnex 
Washington, DC 20229-1179 

FOIAAPPEAL (Appeal of constructive denial) 

Dear FOIAAppeals Officer: 

On October 1St 2009~1 made a request by Express Mail pursuant to the federal Freedom 
ofInformation Act, 5 U.S.C. §5S2, for documents and records related to the search and 
retrieval ofdata from specified CBP systems ofrecords. A copy of my request is attache~ 

I along with a copy ofthe delivery confirmation from the U.S. Postal Service showing that it was 
I~~,- signed for on behalfof the CDP FOIA office by"E. Trueh" on October 19, 2009. 

I have not yet received any acknowledgment or response whatsoever to my request, 
other than the delivery confirmation from the Postal Service. It has been substantially more 
than 20 business days since my request was received by your agency. Accordingly, I deem my 
request to be denied. 

Pursuant to the FOIA , I appeal the constructive denial ofmy request. As the FOIA 
requires. I expect that you will act on this appeal and produce responsive documents within 20 
working days. 

~/.I.~
Edward Hasbrouck 

Consultant on travel-related issues 
. The Identity Project 

The Identity Project FOlA appeal ofconstructive denial ofrequest (page 1 of 1) 
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Edward Hasbrouck 
The Identity Project 

1736 Franklin Street, 9th Floor 
Oakland, CA 94612 

edward@hasbrouck.org 
telephone 510-208-7744 

December 10, 2009 

FOIAlPrivacy Act Appeals Officer 
United States Customs and Border Protection 
799 9th Street NW. Mint Annex 
Washington, DC 20229-1179 

FOIAIPRIVACY ACT APPEAL (Appeal of constrnctive denial) 

Dear FOIAIPrivacy Act Appeals Officer: 

• 
On October IS, 2009, I made a request by Express Mail pursuant to the federal Freedom 

of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. §552, and the Privacy Act, 5 U.S.C. §552a, for documents and 
records related to the processing ofmy Privacy Act request, CBP file number 2007F4114, and 
my appeal ofyour response to that request, A copy ofmy request is attached, along with a 
copy of the delivery confinnation from the U.S. Postal Service showing that it was signed for 
on behalf of the CBP FOfAoffice by "E. Troch" on October 19,2009. 

I have not yet received any acknowledgment or response whatsoever to my requ~ 
other than the delivery confinnation from the Postal Service. (I also have still received no 
response to my original appeal ofyour response to my appeal ofrequest 2007F4 1 14, to which 
the records requested and at issue in thls appeal pertain. To the best ofmy knowledge and 
belief: that appeal also remains pending.) It has been substantially more than 20 business days 
since my request was received by your agency. Accordingly. I deem my request to be denied. 

I appeal the constructive denial ofmy request pursuant to both the Privacy Act and 
FOlA. As the FOJA requires, I expect that you will act on this appeal and produce responsive 
documents within 20 working days. 

~fi'~ 
Edward HasbrouCk 

Consultant on 1l'avel.related issues 
The Identity Project 

The Identity Project FOIAIPA appeal ofconstructive denial ofrequest (page 1 of 1) 
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File: /home/edward/Desktop/Link to ... -v-CBP/FOIA-2010F03575-Kay.txt Page 1 of 2 

Subject: RE: pending FOIA and PA appeals 

Date: Wed, 16 Dec 2009 14:12:53 -0500 

From: II KAY, ELISSA Gil <elissa.kay@dhs.gov> 

To: "Edward Hasbrouck" <edward@hasbrouck.org> 


Mr. Hasbrouck, the number I provided 2010F03575 applies to a new FOIA 

request for entry/exits, secondary exams, and PNR data; which last 

evening I agreed to provide to you. 


My office handles the initial FOIA requests, and not appeals. I 

referred your appeal(s) requests/information to the FOIA Appeals and 

Litigation Branch, and Shari Suzuki, the Branch Chief, will be 

contacting you shortly. 


If you have any further questions, don't hesitate to contact me. 


Regards, 


Elissa Kay 

FOIA Division, Acting Director 

Customs and Border Protection 

799 9th Street, NW, Mint Annex 

Washington, DC 20229 

202-325-0175 

202-325-0230 (7th floor fax) or 202-325-0700 (10th floor fax) 

202-325-0150 (FOIA Main #) 


'Life isn't about how to survive the storm but how to dance in the 

rain. ' 


-----Original Message----
From: Edward Hasbrouck [mailto:edward@hasbrouck.org]=20 

Sent: Wednesday, December 16, 2009 2:06 PM 

To: KAY, ELISSA G 

Subject: Re: pending FOIA and PA appeals=20 


On 16 Dec 2009 at 13:58, "KAY, ELISSA Gil <KAY, ELISSA G=20 

<elissa.kay@dhs.gov» wrote: 


> Mr. Hasbrouck: I have assigned FOIA tracking number 2010F03575. I have 

> consulted with Shari Suzuki regarding your appeal(s), and she will be 

> contacting you shortly. 

> 
> If you have any other questions, please contact me. 

To which of my 4 pending appeals have you assigned this tracking number? 

And what numbers have been assigned to the other 3 appeals? 

Please forgive my uncertainty. Since I have multiplke appeals pending, 
and because there have been problems in the past, I want to be sure that 
I have the correct tracking numbers for each appeal, as listed below: 

> > Thank you very much! Could you please advise me of the tracking number 
> > assigned to each of the 4 respective appeals, and the point of contact 
> > for whichever office or person each of them has been assigned to: 
> > 
> > (1) Privacy Act appeal of incomplete response to Privacy Act request 
> > 2007F4114 
> > 
> > (2) Privacy Act appeal of constructive denial of 2009 request for ATS, 
> > APIS,BCIS, ADIS, and TECS records 
> > 
> > (3) FOIA and Privacy Act appeal of constructive denial of request for 
> > records releated to processing of Privacy Act request and appeal 
> > 2007F4114 
> > 

FAP 0194 
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File: /home/edward/Desktop/Link to ... -v-CBP/FOIA-2010F03575-Kay.txt Page 2 of 2 

> > (4) FOIA appeal of constructive denial of request for records related to 
> > search and retrieval systems and methods for the ATS, APIS, BCIS, ADIS, 
> > and TECS systems. 

Sincerely, 

Edward Hasbrouck 

Edward Hasbrouck 
<edward@hasbrouck.org> 
<http://hasbrouck.org> 
+1-415-824-0214 

FAP 0195 
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SUZUKI. SHARI 

SUZUKI, SHARI 
Wednesday, December 16, 20092:47 PM 

To: edward@hasbrouck.org 
Cc: KAV. ELISSA G 
Subject FW; pending FOIA and PA appeals 

Mr. Hasbrouck, 

I spoke to Lisa Kay in FOIA Division and am providing this email to explain the status of 
four requests (all of which have been appealed) that you have filed with cSP. 

(1) Frivacy ~ct appeal of incomplete response to Privacy Act request 
20UfFUl4 -- As you may recall; we-·diseu:s-sedthisappealblH::k-in--February -2009 -and- you 
indicated that you wanted this handled as a Privacy Act Appeal. You spoke with Larry 
Castelli, Chief of the Privacy Act Policies and Procedures Branch. It is my understanding 
that they are working on your appeal. 

(2) Privacy Act appeal of constructive denial of- 2009 request for ATS, APIS, EClS, ADIS, 
and TECS records. 
(3) FOlA and Privacy Act appeal of constructive denial of request for records related to 
processing of Privacy Act request and appeal 2007F41l4. 
AND 
(4) FOlA appeal of constructive denial of request for records related to search and 

r.etrieval systems and methods for the ATS, APIS, BCIS, ADIS, and TEeS systems. 


I have not received any of these appeals via the mail. I checked the mailroom today and 
also reviewed the appeals that I am currently assigning - all of which are dated prior ~o 
December lOth. I believe that your appeals are making their way through the mail and will 
be here soon. In any event, I have received your appeals via the email you sent Ms. Kay. 

can open 3 appeal cases for the 3 appeals all dated December 10th and send you 
acknowledgement letters (which will provide tracking numbers and the name of the attorney 
assigned to handle each appeal)~ However, Ms. Kay has already offered to send you 
"entry/exits, secondary exams, and PNR" - which are the records responsive to your request 
.. (Z-)" [and aSSigned you a tracking number for an initial request). Please let me know if 
you would prefer to pursue this one particular initial request with her office. 

Regards, 
Shari Suzuki, Chief 
FOIA Appeals, Policy & Litigation Branch Regulations and Disclosure Law Division Office of 
International Trade U.S. Customs & Border Protect~on 
799 Ninth Street NW, Mint ~nnex 
Washington DC 20229 
Direct Dial 202.325.0121 
Fax 202.325.0152 

-----Original Message----
From: KAY, ELISSA G 
Sent: Wednesday, December 16, 2009 8:20 AM 
To: SUZUKI, SHARI 
Subject: FW: pending FOIA and PA appeals 

These all sayappeal(s). I did promise to give him his entry/exits, secondary exams, and 
PNR. We're working on that, and I'll give it a new number based on the letter you gave me 
yesterday, but I think ultimately these are all still appeals. 

-----Original Hessage----
From: Edward Hasbrouck [mailto:edward@hasbrouck.org] 


: Wednesday, December 16, 2009 8:06 AM 

KAY, ELISSA G 


ject: Re: pending FOrA and PA appeals 
1 
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on 16 Dec 2009 at 7:33, you wrote: 

Mr. Hasbrouck: I did receive your four separate amails. 

Thank you very much! Could you please advise me of the tracking number.assigned to each 
. of the 4 respective appeals, and the point of contact for whichever office or person each 

of them has been assigned to: 

(1) Privacy Act appeal of incomplete response to Privacy Act request 

2007F4114 


(2) Privacy Act appeal of constructive denial of 2009 request for ATS, APIS, BeIS, ADIS, 
and TEes records 

(3) FOIA and Privacy Act a.ppeal of constructive denial of request for records rela.ted to 
processing of Privacy Act request and appeal 2007FH14 

(4) FOLA appeal of constructive denial of request for records related to search and 

retrieval systems and methods for the ATS, APIS, BeIS, ADIS, and TECS systems. 


Sincerely, 

Edward Hasbrouck 

Edward Hasbrouck . 
. <edward@hasbrouck.org> 
<http://hasbrouck.orq> 
+1-415-824-0214 

2 
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SUZUKI, SHARI -
Edward Hasbrouck [edward@hasbrouckorg] 
Wec1oesday, Deeember16. 2009 3:29 PM 

To; SUZUKt, SHARI 
Cc: KAV;EUSSAG 
Sublect~ Re: pending FOIA and PA appeals ".=., ..~..:.,\ 

On 16 Dec 2009 at 14;46, "SUZUKI, SHARI" <SUZUKI, SHARI <shari.5uzuki@dhs.gol1» wrote: 

,. r spoke to Li,sa Kay in fOrA Division and .am providing this email to' 
> eKplain ~he status of f~Jr requests (all of which have been appealed) 
'> tilat you have tiled wir.h cap.,. 
:> {l1 Friv:acy- A-ct appeal: of i:r::complete i'espOl'\s-e- ·t.o?ri:.vacy·"Ac~.f-eqaest: 
:> 20Q1'F41l4 - As you may recall, we discussed this appeal back in 
:> February 
:> 2009 and you if'ldieated t1'i:at. you 'wani{edchis handled as a l?rivacyAct 
;. "-ooea1. You spoke with Larry Caste'lli, Chief of the. Privacy Act 
,. ?olicies and P·rocedures Branch. It is my understanding that they are 
> worldng cr, your appeal. 

You are corrf?Gt that. this appeal was made pursuant to th... Pri vacy Act;, as was the origina::' 
req'.l(Ost to whi:::h it pertained. . 

I do recall sev~ral phone conver5;etions with you, Mr. Ca·stelli and others ·early thist 

yea.r, and 'Mr. Castelli's prcomise that my pending appeal would be prioritiz:ed and acted 
upon. lJnforCunauly, I still have never received any written or elect:t0nic comrflunicat.ion 
from hill! or form anyone, acting on hisb'ehalf or dalegation, nor any written 
aekI1owletigeme:1t other ·t·han the for the certi.fied mail letter tum::il your e-mail 
message 

1 r...'1al: this appeal had been receiv.ed. My monthly phone messages let!:. tor 1'1:::. 
Hi" inquiring as to the status of this apoeal, have not been -returned. i'iner: I have 

called the luain CBP and DES EXHA and Privacy o"{fices, and spa.ken with other steff, they 
have been :unable to retri:eve ·any tre.eking info:mat;ion concerning: this appeal, or even any 
evidence at its existenc~, fr~m their systems. Please confirm (or have the respor.s~ble 
pe.rsori confi I'm} by le·t:ter that this appeal has new been docketed, 'and is now been cracked, 
and advise' eC>l".tact inf.ormation for how r can follQw-up to find out i 1;;.$ ·status. 

:> (2) Frivacy Act appe~l of constructive denial of 2009 request for .l:.TS, 

> APIS, BCIS, AOlS, and TEeS records. (3) ForA and ?rivacy Act of 

:> cO~3t.ructiv.e deni.al 0.£ request for records .related to processing of 

> Privacy Act request and appeal 2007F4114. AND (4} FOIA appeal of 

:> construct.;i ve denial of. request for records related to. search and 

> retrieval systems and methods for the ATS, APIS, £leIS, ADtS, and rECS 

;:. SystEms. 

> ! have received your appeals via the email you sent Ms. Kay. 

> 

>- I can open 3 appeal cases for the 3 appeals all dated December 10th 

). and send yeu acknowledgement letters (which will provide tracking 

> numberS' and the name of the at.t):l!'ney assigned to handle 'each apP·eal). 


Thank you. Please do so. 

> However, Ms. Kay has already offered to sene you "entrylexi.ts, 

> secondary exams, and PNR" - wnich are the records responsive to your 

> request: .. l~} It {and assi.gned you a tracking number for an in! tial 

> r~quest). Please let me know if you would prefer to pursue this one 


particular initial request wit:h her Gftice. 

In lign:!:: of t:he delays that r have alr.eady experienced, and the possibility that: this 
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might get me at least same of the overdue information sooner than merely continuing to 
wait for my pending appeals, I welcomed and accepted Ms. Kay's olfer to open a new FOIA 

note, 

rA,nu~~~. which is now pending, which ! do not withdraw, and to which I expect a response. 

however, ~hat the information described in her message to me, and 1n yours as 
quoted above, is only a portion of the informa~ion which I requested and which would be 
responsive to my prior and outstanding requests and constructive denial appeals. Ms. Kay 
specifically said that she was treating this as -new* FOIA request. This is entirely 
independent of, in addition to, and without prejudice to, any of my previous and 
outstanding requests or constructive denial appeals, none of which have I withdrawn or 
abandoned, and to each of which I continue to expect a response. 

Should you have any other questions, feel free to call me in San Francisco at 415-824-0214 
or contact me bye-mail at this address. 

Sincerely, 

Edward Hasbrouck 
<edward@hasbrouck.org> 
<http://hasbrouck.org> 
1130 Treat Ave., San Francisco, CA 94110, USA 
+1-415-824-0214 

consultant to The Identity Project (IDl?l, a program of the First Amendment project 
<http://www.papersplease.org> 

"Congress shall make no law ••• abridging ••• the right of the people peaceably to 
assembleD (U.S. Constitution, Amendment lJ 

~Everyone bas the right to freedom of movement and residence within the borders of each 
• Everyone has the right to leave any country, including his own, and to return to 

country. II . 


(Universal Declaration ·of Human Rights, Article 13) 


uLiberty of movement is an indispensable condition for the free development of a person."
(United Nations Human Rights Committee, General Comment No. 27) 

2 
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799 9th StrE:e1 NW 
Washington, DC 20229 

u.s. Customs md 
Border Protection 

December] 8. 2009 	 DIS l-OT:FD EGK 
2010F03575 

Edward Hasbrouck 
The Identity Project 
1736 Franklin Street, 91h Floor 
OakJand, CA 94612 

Dear Mr. Hasbrouck: 

As promised during our telephone conversation of December 15.2009, I am enclosing 
responsive records to your initial Freedom ofInformation Act (FOIA) request. You were 
seeking entry/exit records. secondary examination records, and passenger name records 
(PNR) that are maintained by the U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP). 

We were able to locate thirty-three pages of responsive records. Ofthose pages, CBP 
has determined that the twenty-four pages of passenger name records from the A TS 
database are being provided to you under the Privacy Act·S U .S.C. § 552a. In addition, 
nine page are partially releasable pursuant to the FOIA Title 5 U.S.C. § 552 (b)(2Xlow). 
(b)(2)(hlgb). (b)(6). and (b)(7)(C). 

FOIA Exemption 2(1ow) protects information applicable to internal administrative 
personnel matters to the extent that the infonnation is ofa relatively trivial nature and 
there is no public interest in the document 

FOIA Exemption 2(high) protects information applicable to internal administrative and 
personnel matters, such as operating rules, guidelines, and manual ofprocedures of 
examiners or adjudicators. to the extent that disclosure would risk circumvention of an 
agency regulation or statute, impede the effectiveness ofan agency's activities, or reveal 
sensitive information that may put the security and safety of an agency activity or 
employee at risk. Whether there is any public interest in disclosure is legally irrelevant. 
Rather, the concern under high 2 is that a FOIA disclosure should not benefit those 
attempting to violate the law and avoid detection. 

FOIA Exemption 6 exempts from disclosure personnel or medical files and similar files 
the release of which would cause a clearly unwarranted invasion ofpersonaJ privacy. 
This requires a balancing of the public's right to disclosure against the individual's right 
privacy. The privacy interests of the individuals in the records you have requested 
outweigh any m!nimal public interest in disclosure ofthe information. Any private 
interest you may have in that information does not factor into the aforementioned 
balancing test. 
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FOIA Exemption 7(q protects records or infonnation compiled for law enforcement 
purposes that could reasonably be expected to constitute an unwarranted invasion of 
personal privacy. This exemption takes particular note of the strong interests of 
individuals. whether they ar~ suspects, witnesses, or investigators, in not being 
unwarrantably associated with alleged criminal activity. That interest extends 10 persons 
who are not only the subjects ofthe investigation, but those who may have their privacy 
invaded by having their identities and infonnation about them revealed in connection 
with an investigation. Based upon the traditional recognition of strong privacy interest in 
law enforcement records, categorical withholding ofinfonnation that identifies third 
parties in law enforcement records is ordinarily appropriate. As such, CBP has 
detennined that the privacy interest in the identities of individuals in the records you have 
requested clearly outweigh any minimal public interest in disclosure ofthe infonnation. 
Please note that any private interest you may have in that information does not factor into 
this determination. 

You have a right to appeal the above withholding determination. Should you wish to do 
so, you must send your appeal and a copy of this letter, within 60 days of the date ofthis 
letter, to: FOIA Appeals, Policy and Litigation Branch, U.S. Customs and Border 
Protection, 799 Ninth Street NW. Mint Annex, Washington. DC 20229-1 ] 79, following 
the procedures outlined in the DHS regulations at 6 C.F.R. § 5.9. Your envelope and 
letter should be marked "FOlA Appeal." Copies of the FOIA and DHS regulations are 
available at www.dhs.gov/foia. 

Ifyou need to contact our office concerning this request, please call 202-325-01 SO and 
refer to 20] OF03575. 

Sincerely. 

~~ 
Acting Director 
FOIA Division 
Office oflntemational Trade 

Enclosures 

2 
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U.S. Department ofHomeland Security 
Washington, DC 20229 

U.S. Customs and 

Border Protection 


AUG a 4) 2010 

DIS-3 OT:RR:RDL:F APL 
H089015, H089016 and 
H089017 AML 

Mr. Edward Hasbrouck 
1130 Treat Avenue 
San Francisco, CA 94110 

RE: Freedom of Information Act Appeals 

Dear Mr. Hasbrouck: 

This is in reply to the several letters of appeal you have filed with the Freedom of 
Information Act Appeals, Policy and Litigation Branch as detailed below. The FOIA 
Appeals, Policy and Litigation Branch handles appeals ofdecisions made pursuant to the 
Freedom ofInformation Act ("FOIA")(5 U.S.c. § 552). We do not handle Privacy Act 
("P A") appeals. I 

Via three (3) letters of December 10,2009, you appeal what you deem to be the 
constructive denial of your Privacy Act request and FOIAlPrivacy Act requests made to 
U.S. Customs and Border Protection ("CBP") and dated October 15,2009. You indicate 
that you did not receive, other than a U.S. Postal Service delivery confirmation that your 

1 6 CFR § 5.25 provides guidance for DHS entities on Privacy Act appeals. 6 CFR § 5.25 states the 
following: 

(a) 	 Appeals. If you are dissatisfied with a component's response to your request for access to records, 
you may appeal an adverse determination denying your request in any respect to the Associate 
General Counsel (General Law), Department of Homeland Security, Washington, DC 20528. You 
must make your appeal in writing and it must be received by the Associate General Counsel 
(General Law) within 60 days of the date of the letter denying your request. Your appeal letter may 
include as much or as little related information as you wish, as long as it clearly identifies the 
component determination (including the assigned request number, if known) that you are 
appealing. For the quickest possible handling, you should mark both your appeal letter and the 
envelope "Privacy Act AppeaL" 

(b) 	 Responses to appeals. The decision on your appeal will bc made in writing. A decision affirming 
an adverse determination in whole or in part will include a brief statement of the reason(s) for the 
affirmance, including any Privacy Act exemption applied, and will inform you of the Privacy Act 
provisions for court review of the decision. If the adverse determination is reversed or modified on 
appeal in whole or in part, you will be notified in a written decision and your request will be 
reprocessed in accordance with that appeal decision. An adverse determination by the Associate 
General Counsel (General Law) will be the final action of the Department. 

(c) 	 When appeal is required. Ifyou wish to seek review by a court of any adverse determination or 
denial of a request, you must first appeal it under this section. An appeal will not be acted on if the 
request becomes a matter of litigation. 
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correspondence was delivered to and signed for by CBP, "any acknowledgement or 
response whatsoever" to your initial requests. You indicate that after 35 business days 
you "appeal the constructive denial" of your requests and "request that [CBPI promptly 
search for and provide [you] with all the information you originally requested." 

In your Privacy Act request, you requested copies of: 

"all information pertaining to myself contained in the following systems of 
records maintained by the CBP: the Automated Targeting System (ATS, 
DHS/CBP-006), Advanced Passenger Information System (APIS, 
DHS/CBP-005), Border Crossing Information System (BCIS, DHS/CBP
007), Arrival and Departure Information System (AD IS, DHS/CBP-OOl), 
and U.S. Customs and Border Protection TECS (DHS/CBP-Oll). This 
request includes any Passenger Name Record (PNR) data and Interagency 
Border Inspection System (lBIS)2 data, regardless of the system(s) of 
records in which it is deemed to reside. This request includes any records 
held jointly by CBP in conjunction with any other agency, or in 
interagency systems of records." 

In your first FOIAIPrivacy Act request, you requested access to and copies of: 

"any and all documents and records describing the search systems and 
methods, indexing, query formats and options, data fields and formatting, 
and the numbers or other identifying particulars by which Passenger Name 
Record (PNR) or other data can be retrieved from the Automated 
Targeting System (A TS, DHS/CBP-006), Advance Passenger Information 
System (APIS, DHS/CBP-005), Border Crossing Information System 
(BCIS, DHS/CBP-007), Arrival and Departure Information System 
(ADIS, DHS/uSVISIT-OOl), and U.S. Customs and Border Protection 
TECS (DHS/CBP-Oll) systems of records." 

In your second FOIAIPA request, you requested access to and copies of: 

"any and all documents and records created by CBP or other agencies in 
the course of processing my Privacy Act request, CBP file number 
2007F4114, and my appeal of your response to that request." 

2 The Interagency Border Inspection System (IBIS) was accessed by Immigration and Naturalization 
Service (INS) inspectors at ports of entry. IBIS was a joint effort by the Department of State, the 
Department of Agriculture, U.S. Customs Service (Customs), and INS to more effectively facilitate and 
control entry of persons at U.S. borders. It was a computerized system that interfaced with the Treasury 
Enforcement Communications System (TECS) which was maintained by Customs. With the integration of 
INS Inspections with U.S. Customs Service into the Department of Homeland Security, the term IBIS has 
fallen out of use since the IBIS physically resided on the Treasury Enforcement Communication System 
(TECS) and is now referred to simply as TECS (no longer an acronym). 
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On february 17,2010 (and on several prior and subsequent occasions), you 
discussed these pending·matters separately with me and an attorney on my staff. During 
those conversations, you indicated that you would like to be provided the information you 
originally requested under the Privacy Act in July 2007, a matter which I and the staff 
attorney explained3 and which you acknowledged remains under consideration by the 
Privacy Act Policy and Procedures Branch. We also confirmed that there are three 
"appeal" cases filed by you that are pending with my branch. The case numbers and 
subject matter of those cases are: H089015, which is a request for records concerning 
yourself under the ATS, APIS, BCIS, ADIS and TECS systems of records; H0890 16, 
which inquires as to processing of the matter that remains pending with the Privacy Act 
Policy and Procedures Branch, and H089017, which inquires about search methods for 
various electronic systems. We provide this single response to the multiple appeals you 
have pending with my office because of the interrelationship of the appeals and the 
overlap of the subjects of the requests. 

Prefatorily, we note that you allege that "as a representative of the news media 
[you are] only required to pay for the direct cost of duplication [of responsive records] 
after the first 100 pages." We note that the mere assertion that one is a member of the 
new media does not suffice as justification for fee waiver. See Brown v. Us. Patent & 
Trademark Office, 445 F. Supp. 2d 1347, 1356-57 (M.D. Fla. 2006) (finding that plaintiff 
has not shown "that he is a freelance journalist with a 'solid basis for expecting 
publication'" (quoting agency regulation); See Id., 445 F. Supp. 2d at 1356-57 (holding 
that plaintiff who provided no evidence of employment by news organization or evidence 
that he was "freelance" journalist as defined by agency's regulation, has "not 
demonstrated 'firm intention' of creating or publishing an editorialized work," and does 
not qualify as representative of news media), aff'd per curiam, 226 F. App'x 866 (11 th 
Cir. 2007); Judicial Watch, Inc. v. Rossotti, No. 01~1612, 2002 WL 535803, at *5 
(D.D.C. Mar. 18, 2002) (finding persuasive prior district court decision on same issue, 
adopting "the reasoning and conclusions set forth" therein, and holding that plaintiff 
organization before it is not a representative of news media), rev'd on other grounds, 326 
F.3d 1309 (D.C. Cir. 2003); Judicial Watch, Inc. v. DOJ, 185 F. Supp. 2d 54, 59 (D.D.C. 
2002) (concluding that plaintiff organization did not qualify for media status as it was not 
organized to broadcast or publish news and was "at best a type of middleman or vendor 
of information that representatives of the news media can utilize when appropriate".) 
Although the number of responsive records being released does not merit the imposition 
of fees in response to these appeals, absent a demonstration that you are a member of the 
media we will impose fees as necessary should the circumstances require in the future. 

I. Request for Records from ATS, APIS, BCIS, ADIS and TECS 

Our appeal case number H089015 relates to your request for records concerning 
yourself under the ATS, APIS, BCIS, ADIS and TECS systems of records. 

3 You and I had a similar exchange and you made a similar acknowledgment regarding the status ofthe 
three (3) appeal cases via email on December 16,2009. 
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With respect to your P A request for records from A TS, we note that there is 
considerable overlap with your Privacy Act request filed in July 2007 which also 
requested information pertaining to you contained in ATS4. As explicitly stated in the 
System of Records notice ("SORN") for A TS, the only information actively maintained 
in ATS is Passenger Name Record ("PNR") data. See Privacy Act of 1974; U.S. 
Customs and Border Protection, Automated Targeting System, System of Records (73 FR 
43655; August 6,2007) (ATS is a decision~support tool that provides a risk analysis by 
comparing information contained in various databases. With the exception of PNR, A TS 
does not actively maintain the information from those databases; the information is 
merely analyzed by ATS). Furthermore, the SORN explicitly states that the only 
information that may be provided pursuant to the Privacy Act is raw PNR data. Id It is 
our understanding that FOIA Division provided you with twenty four (24) pages ofPNR 
data pursuant to the Privacy Act in December 2009. In response to your appeal, we are 
again providing you with twenty four (24) pages ofPNR data from ATS. 

Your request for TECS records was processed under the FO IA. Regarding the 
applicability of the Privacy Act ("PA") to the TECS records, we note that on December 
19,2008, the Department of Homeland Security ("DHS"), of which CBP is a component 
agency, published in the Federal Register (73 FR 77778) a SORN concerning TECS and 
the P A. In this Notice, under the heading "NOTIFICATION PROCEDURE", it is 
provided that [t]he Secretary of Homeland Security has exempted this system from the 
notification, access, and amendment procedures of the Privacy Act because it is a law 
enforcement system. Accordingly, the reason CBP did not provide you with TECS 
records pursuant to the Privacy Act is because TECS is exempt from the access 
provisions of the Privacy Act pursuant to subsections 0)(2) and (k)(2) of the Act (5 
U.S.c. §§ 552a 0)(2) and (k)(2)). Accordingly, your request for TECS records pursuant 
to the Privacy Act was treated as a request under the FOIA to provide you with the 
greatest degree of access authorized by law. 

With respect to your request for records from APIS, BCIS and TECS, we note 
that APIS and BCIS are subsets of data within TECS. It is our understanding th~t FOIA 
Division provided you with a five (5) page Passenger Activity Report. The Passenger 
Activity Report provides you with all the border crossing information from BCIS and 
limited advanced passenger information from APIS contained in TECS. It is also our 
understanding that FOIA Division provided you with four (4) pages of inspection records 
from TECS. In response to your appeal, we located six (6) additional pages of detailed 
API data from APIS contained in TECS. Accordingly, we are providing you with sixteen 
(16) pages of records from TECS consisting of BCIS data, APIS data and inspection data. 

We do not provide records from ADIS because ADIS records are not CBP 
records. ADIS is a system of records maintained by US~VISIT/DHS. According to the 
System of Records Notice for ADIS, an individual desiring copies of records maintained 
in this system should direct his' or her request to the FOIA Officer, US-VISIT Program, 
U.S. Department ofHomeland Security, Washington, DC 20528. 

" We note that ForA Division responded to this request by letter dated August 13,2007 and provided you 
with 16 pages of PNR data pursuant to the Privacy Act (ForA Division file number 2007F4114). 
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Subject to the clarifications and limitations set forth above, we have searched for 
and obtained copies of records concerning you and contained in the TECS system of 
records. We identified sixteen (16) pages of responsive records and have determined that 
the sixteen (16) pages are partially releasable; certain portions of the records contain 
information that has been redacted pursuant to the following exemptions set forth in the 
FOIA: 5 U.S.C. §§ 552(b)(2), (b)(6), (b)(7)(C), and (b)(7)(E). 

Certain information that is contained in the sixteen (16) pages of released records 
is exempt from disclosure pursuant to Exemptions (b)(2), (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) and (b)(7)(E) 
of the FOIA and was therefore redacted from the records disclosed. Some information on 
these pages has been withheld because it consists of administrative markings and relates 
solely to the internal administrative practices ofCBP and thus falls within Exemption 
(b)(2). The remaining information was partially withheld pursuant, respectively, to 
Exemption (b)(6), which protects from disclosure "personnel and medical files and 
similar files" the release of which could constitute an unwarranted invasion ofpersonal 
privacy; Exemption (b)(7)(C), which protects from disclosure information compiled in a 
law enforcement context if its disclosure could constitute an unwarranted invasion of 
personal privacy; and Exemption (b )(7)(E), which protects from disclosure information 
compiled for law enforcement purposes, "if such disclosure could reasonably be expected 
to risk circumvention of the law[.]" 

The FOIA requires an agency "upon any request for records which ... reasonably 
describes such records ... [to] make the records promptly available." 5 U.S.C. § 
552(a)(3). 

In this way, FOIA allows citizens to peek behind the curtain and fmd out 
"what their government is up to." United States Dep't of Justice v. 
Reporters Comm. for Freedom ofthe Press, 489 U.S. 749, 773, 109 S. Ct. 
1468, 103 L. Ed. 2d 774 (1989) ("Reporters Comm. "); Solar Sources, Inc. 
v. United States, 142 F.3d lO33, 1037 (7th Cir. 1998). Sutton v. IRS, 2007 
U.S. Dist. LEXIS 299 (N.D. IlL 2007). 

The Freedom of Information Act generally provides citizens the right of 
access to federal agency records, except insofar as they are protected from 
disclosure by one of nine exemptions or three law enforcement record 
exclusions. "The basic purpose of [the] ForA is to ensure an informed 
citizenry, vital to the functioning of a democratic society, needed to check 
against corruption and to hold the governors accountable to the governed." 
NLRB v. Robbins Tire & Rubber Co., 437 U.S. 214,242 (1978). Public 
Citizen v. Department of State, 1991 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 11962 (D.D.C. 
Aug. 26, 1991). 

The FOrA requires that federal agencies comply with requests to make their 
records available to the public, unless such "information is exempted under [one of nine 
exemptions set forth in] clearly delineated statutory language." Id. (internal quotation 
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marks omitted); see also 5 U.S.C. § 552(a), (b). As quoted by Bangoura v. United States 
Dep't ofthe Army, 2009 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 29541 (D.D.C. Apr. 8,2009). 

Congress remained sensitive, however, to the need to achieve balance 
between this objective and the vulnerability of "legitimate governmental 
and private interests [that] could be harmed by release of certain types of 
information." Critical Mass Energy Project v. Nuclear Regulatory 
Comm'n, 298 U.S. App. D.C. 8,975 F.2d 871,872 (D.C. Cir. 1992). As 
quoted by Peter S. Herrick's Customs & Int'l Trade Newsletter v. United 
States Customs & Border Prot., 2005 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 38915 (D.D.C. 
Sept. 22, 2005) ("Herrick J"). 

Exemption (b)(2) of the FOIA exempts from mandatory disclosure records that 
are "related solely to the internal personnel rules and practices of an agency." 5 U.S.C. § 
552(b)(2). "The phrase 'personnel rules and practices' has been interpreted to include not 
only 'minor employment matters' but also 'other rules and practices governing agency 
personnel.'" Kurdyukov v. Us. Coast Guard, 578 F. Supp. 2d 114, 124 (D.D.C. 2008) 
(quoting Crooker v. Bureau ofAlcohol, Tobacco and Firearms, 216 U.S. App. D.C. 232, 
670 F. 2d 1051, 1056 (D.C. Cir. 1981) (en bane». As quoted in Bangoura v. United 
States Dep't ofthe Army, 2009 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 29541 (D.D.C. Apr. 8,2009); 

With respect to your records, Exemption (b )(2) is applicable. The types of 
information that were withheld under Exemption (b )(2) consist of, but are not limited to, 
internal data processing notations, such as record ID numbers, data processing codes, 
terminal identification codes, and other similar administrative markings. Other types of 
information withheld under Exemption (b)(2) include quantitative and qualitative 
information, such as the routing of agency information between law enforcement 
agencies, and narrative information that pertains to the agency's procedures and reports 
on specific findings pursuant to those procedures, which can also embrace alpha-numeric 
and narrative data information. NYC Apparel FZE v. us. Customs and Border 
Protection, 2007 U.S.Dist. LEXIS 26427 (D.D.C. 2007). 

In James v. United States Customs, 549 F. Supp. 2d 1,8-9 (D.D.C. 2008), the 
United States District Court for the District of Columbia held, with regard to the 
application of the Exemption (b )(2) information withheld, that: 

Here, CBP invoked Exemption 2 to protect "telephone, facsimile numbers, 
administrative markings ... relating to internal file control systems, [and] 
administrative codes and computer codes . . . of internal agency 
information systems." Def.'s Mem. at 6-7. Ms. Pullo attests that these 
"markings are purely internal and are utilized by CBP to assist in the 
management and control of its mission." Pullo Decl. P 14. Not only does 
"the public [have] little or no interest in this information," but access to 
"internal agency computer system codes could facilitate improper access 
to sensitive CBP records." Ia. 
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The Court concludes that CBP properly withheld this kind of information 
under Exemption 2. James v. United States Customs, 549 F. Supp. 2d 1,9 
(D.D.C. 2008). 

On each of the pages partially disclosed, there are sensitive administrative and/or 
record identification codes that contain information about law enforcement activities. 
This information is withheld to prevent unauthorized access to information which could 
result in alteration or destruction ofdata contained in CBP systems. Further, there is 
other information which identifies specific targeting information and the means by which 
this information was compiled. If this information were to become generally known, 
then CBP's law enforcement efforts would be frustrated and circumvented. Again, this 
information - protected in tandem with the application of FOIA Exemption (b)(7)(E), set 
forth and discussed below - consists of internal matters that are not publicized for law 
enforcement reasons. Accordingly, we find that this information was properly withheld 
under the provisions of Exemption (b )(2). 

FOIA Exemption (b)(6) provides for the exemption from disclosure of "personnel 
and medical files and similar files" disclosure of which "would constitute a clearly 
unwarranted invasion of personal privacy." 5 U.S.C. § 552(b)(6). The United States 
Supreme Court in United States v. Washington Post Co., 456 U.S. 595 (1982) stated, in 
reliance on legislative history of the FOIA, that the phrase "personnel and medical and 
similar files" was to be broadly interpreted. Once the threshold requirement that the 
records are "personnel and medical and similar files" is met, the issue becomes whether 
disclosure ofthe information "would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of 
personal privacy." 5 U.S.C. § 552(b)(6). The resolution of this issue involves a 
balancing of the public's right to know the information against the individual's right to 
privacy. See, Department ofAir Force v. Rose, supra, at 352. 

Please be advised that the names of individuals withheld pursuant to Exemption 
(b)(6) (and Exemption (b)(7)(C); set forth and discussed below) pertain to the names of 
CBP employees who entered your name into TECS or processed you upon arrival to the 
United States. The names and contact information redacted do not pertain to the names 
ofother parties. In Canaday v. United States Citizenship & Immigration Servs., 545 F. 
Supp. 2d 113, 118 (D.D.C. 2008), the United States District Court for the District of 
Columbia, in considering the invocation of Exemption 6 to withhold the names of federal 
employees, held that: 

USCIS invoked Exemption 6 to protect the identities of certain Federal 
employees. See, e.g., Vaughn index at 4 ("The release of these names 
would be a clear invasion of the personal privacy of those individuals 
while, at the same time, [would] serve no legitimate public interest since 
the release of this information would shed no additional light on the 
manner in which this agency fulfills its statutory obligations.") ... While 
there may be some public interest in obtaining the identifying information 
of the Federal employees at issue, disclosure would not shed any light on 
the workings of USC IS. Lepelletier v. FDIC, 334 U.S. App. D.C. 37, 164 
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F.3d 37, 46 (D.C. Cir. 1999) (The only legitimate public interest in the 
balancing analysis is "the extent to which disclosure of the information 
sought would shed light on an agency's performance of its statutory duties 
or otherwise let citizens know what their government is up to.") (Internal 
citations omitted). 

In this case, the CBP employees' rights to have their names and other identifying 
information withheld from disclosure outweigh the public's interest in knowing this 
information. The privacy consideration is to protect CBP personnel, as individuals, from 
unnecessary, unofficial questioning and harassment as to the conduct of their duties, 
whether or not they are currently employed by CBP. Further, disclosing the information 
redacted from documents in this case, i.e., names and other personal identifYing 
information, does not shed light on how CBP performs its statutory duties. Thus, 
Exemption (b)(6) has been appropriately applied to withhold the names, the telephone 
numbers, and other markings identifYing CBP officers. 

In addition to the application of Exemption (b)(6), the names and other 
identifYing information of CBP employees are withheld under Exemption (b )(7)(C). 
Exemption (b)(7)(C) exempts from disclosure "records and information compiled for law 
enforcement purposes" the disclosure of which "could reasonably be expected to 
constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy." 5 U.S.C. § 552(b)(7)(C). 
Exemption (b )(7) applies to civil, criminal, and administrative law enforcement 
proceedings, and protects, among other information, the identity of law enforcement 
personnel and third parties referenced in files compiled for law enforcement purposes. 
Exemption (b )(7)(C) is asserted to protect the identities and contact information of CBP 
employees responsible for creating the records in question and conducting the law 
enforcement activities. The primary consideration is to protect CBP employees as 
individuals from unnecessary, unofficial questioning and harassment as to the conduct of 
their duties. SeeCappabiancav. Comm'r, Us. CustomsServ., 847F. Supp.1558, 1566 
(M.D. Fla. 1994) (ruling that witnesses, investigators, and other subjects of investigation 
have "substantial privacy interests"); Amro v. Us. Customs Serv., 128 F.Supp2d 776, 
784 (E.D.Pa. 2001) (pursuant to exemption (b)(7)(C), Customs withheld the name ofa 
clerical worker who retrieved the record from the TECS database, the names ofCustoms 
Inspectors, officers of other federal agencies, local law enforcement officers and the 
names of third parties of investigatory interest to Customs, as well as the name of the 
holder of the TECS record; individuals' privacy interests outweighed any public interest 
in their identities). 

The TECS records, containing the names and contact information of CBP 
personnel, meet the requirement for being compiled for law enforcement purposes. CBP 
is a law enforcement agency with enforcement responsibilities for over 400 federal 
statutes. CBP's mission is to protect the borders of the United States by enforcing the 
customs and immigration laws of the United States, and fostering our Nation's economy 
through lawful international trade and travel. Given the nature of your request and the 
location of the responsive records within TECS, the records partially disclosed are law 
enforcement records because such records are compiled in direct relation to CBP's law 
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enforcement mandate to protect the U.S. borders by screening and inspecting 
international travelers. Further, the individuals whose privacy would be subject to 
invasion are identified in the records, and the invasion of that privacy is unwarranted. 
There is no public interest to be served by placing the identities and contact information 
of CBP employees before the pUblic. Thus, we conclude that Exemption (b)(7)(C) is 
applicable to the information withheld from disclosure. 

Exemption (b)(7)(E) protects from release all law enforcement information that 
"would disclose techniques and procedures for law enforcement investigations or 
prosecutions, or would disclose guidelines for law enforcement investigations or 
prosecutions if such disclosure could reasonably be expected to risk circumvention of the 
law." 5 U.S.c. §552(b)(7)(E). (See Nowakv. IRS, 2000 U.S. App. LEXIS 948 (9th Cir. 
2000)(Exemption (b )(7)(E) authorizes the withholding of records and information that 
consist ofor reveal a law enforcement "technique" or "procedure" when that technique or 
procedure is employed in law enforcement investigations.) Information that has a law 
enforcement purpose where disclosure would risk circumvention of law and agency 
regulations and withheld pursuant to Exemption (b)(2) is also being withheld under 
Exemption (b )(7)(E). Disclosure of the information in this matter would reveal CBP 
targeting and inspection techniques used in the processing of international travelers and 
would enable potential violators to design strategies to circumvent the examination 
procedures developed and employed by CBP. 

We note that in your initial Privacy Act request you also requested a complete 
accounting of any and all disclosures that have been made. The FOIA Appeals, Policy 
and Litigation Branch does not handle requests for accounting disclosures. We note the 
following from the DHS Privacy Act Regulations found at 6 CFR Part 5. 

§ 5.27 Requests for an accounting of record disclosures. 

(a) How made and addressed. Except where accountings of disclosures are not 
required to be kept (as stated in paragraph (b) of this section), you may make a 
request for an accounting of any disclosure that has been made by the Department 
to another person, organization, or agency of any record about you. This 
accounting contains the date, nature,and purpose of each disclosure, as well as 
the name and address of the person, organization, or agency to which the 
disclosure was made. Your request for an accounting should identify each 
particular record in question and should be made by writing directly to the 
Department component that maintains the record, following the procedures in § 
5.21. 

(b) Where accountings are not required. Components are not required to provide 
accountings to you where they relate to: 

(1) Disclosures for which accountings are not required to be kept, such as 
disclosures that are made to employees within the agency and disclosures 
that are made under the FOIA; 
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(2) Disclosures made to law enforcement agencies for authorized law 
enforcement activities in response to written requests from those law 
enforcement agencies specifying the law enforcement activities for which 
the disclosures are sought; or 

(3) Disclosures made from law enforcement systems of records that 
have been exempted from accounting requirements. 

(c) Appeals. You may appeal a denial of a request for an accounting to the 
Associate General Counsel (General Law) in the same manner as a denial of a 
request for access to records (see§ 5.25) and the same procedures will be 
followed. 

We suggest that you contact the Privacy Act Policy & Procedures Branch for 
further information related to requesting an accounting of all disclosures of your records. 
That branch is headed by Laurence Castelli who may be reached at (202) 325-0280 or at 
799 9th Street, NW- 5th Floor, Washington, DC 20001-1179. 

II. Request for Records Related to the Search and Retrieval of Data from Specified 
CDP systems 

As stated previously, in your first FOIAIPrivacy Act5 request, you requested 
records related to the search and retrieval of data from ATS, APIS, BCIS, and TECS.6 

You elaborated in the original FOIAIP A request that: 

Specifically, this request ( sic) any user manuals, training manuals or 
materials, reference manuals, query format guides, search protocols or 
instructions, interpretation guides, standard operating procedures, contract 
specifications, software use cases or other functional or technical 
specifications, Application Programming Interface (API) specifications 
and formats for any software or systems which contain, process, or 
interact with these records, and the contents 'of any online or electronic 
help or reference system for any of these systems. 

This request includes any responsive records of (1) the CBP FOIA and 
Privacy Act offices (such as protocols, references, an~ manuals that may 
be used in retrieving and/or interpreting PNR or other data in response to 
Privacy Act and/or FOIArequests); (2) any offices or agencies responsible 
for policies and procedures related to the collection, retention, or use of 
this data; (3) any offices or agencies which have access to or use records 
retrieved from these systems of records, and which may have manuals, 

5 The Privacy Act provides access to infonnation about an individual in his or her own records that the 

agency maintains in a system of records. Since the user guides are not records that pertain to you, the 

Privacy Act does not provide a right of access to the records. 

6 You also specified ADIS. However, as explained previously, ADIS is not a CBP system of records, 

Accordingly, ADIS will not be addressed. 
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protocols, or the like for such usage; (4) any offices or agencies 
responsible for or engaged in development, deployment, or operation of 
software or systems that use data from, or interface with, these systems of 
records, or contracting .. with third parties for such development, 
deployment, or operation, and (5) any other office or agency identifiable 
as having, or likely to have, responsive records. 

, 

In response to your request we located fifty-two (52) pages from the TECS User 
Guide and one hundred nineteen (119) pages from the A TS User's Guide that are 
responsive to your request. The excerpts from the TECS and A TS user guides are being 
withheld in their entirety pursuant to FOIA Exemptions (b)(2) and (b)(7)(E). 

As stated previously, Exemption (b)(2) of the Freedom of Information Act 
exempts from mandatory disclosure records that are related solely to the internal 
personnel rules and practices of an agency. Legislative history indicates that Exemption 
(b)(2) was intended to cover operating rules, guidelines, and manuals of procedure for 
Government investigators or examiners. H. Rep. No. 89-1497, at 10 (1966). 

The Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit held that Exemption 
(b)(2) covers sensitive law enforcement agents' training manuals. Crooker v. ATF, 670 
F.2d 1051, 1073 (D.C. Cir. 1981). The Crooker decision stands at the head of a long line 
of cases interpreting Exemption (b)(2) to encompass protection for sensitive internal 
agency information where disclosure would significantly risk circumvention of the law. 
Massey v. FBI, 3 F .3d 620, 622 (2d Cir. 1993) (finding that disclosure of informant 
symbol numbers and source-identifying information "could do substantial damage to the 
FBI's law enforcement activities"); Hardy v. ATF, 631 F.2d 653, 657 (9th Cir. 1980) 
(holding that "law enforcement materials, disclosure of which may risk circumvention of 
agency regulation, are exempt from disclosure" under Exemption 2). 

In Crooker, the D.C. Circuit fashioned a two-part test for determining which 
sensitive materials are exempt from mandatory disclosure under the "high 2" aspect of 
Exemption 2. This test requires both: (1) that a requested document be "predominantly 
internal," and (2) that its disclosure "significantly risks circumvention of agency 
regulations or statutes." Historically, beginning with Crooker, courts typically found that 
any asserted public interest in disclosure is legally irrelevant under this "anti
circumvention" aspect of Exemption 2. Rather, the concern under Exemption 2 is that a 
FOIA disclosure should not benefit those attempting to violate the law and avoid 
detection. 

Courts have treated a wide variety of information pertaining to law enforcement 
activities as "predominantly internal," including general guidelines for conducting 

. investigations. See, e.g., PHE, Inc. v. DOl, 983 F.2d 248, 251 (D.C. Cir. 1993) ("FBI 
guidelines as to what sources of information are available to its agents"); Suzhou Yuanda 
Enter. v. Us. Customs & Border Prot., 404 F. Supp. 2d 9, 12 (D.D.C. 2005) (internal 
instructions on handling seized property); Becker v. IRS, No. 91-C-1203, 1992 WL 
67849, at *6 n.1 (N.D. Ill. Mar. 27, 1992) (operational rules, guidelines, and procedures 
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for law enforcement investigations and examinations), motion to amend denied (N.D. Ill. 
Apr. 12, 1993), aff'd in part & rev 'd in part on other grounds, 34 F.3d 398 (7th Cir. 
1994); Goldsborough v. IRS, No. 81-1939, 1984 WL 612, at *7 (D. Md. May 10, 1984) 
(manual with guidelines for criminal investigation). The user guides at issue are internal 
documents; they are used internally to teach CBP Officers how to perform searches in the 
various databases and are not disseminated to the pUblic. 

Once the "internality" of the information involved is established, courts readily 
move to the second Exemption 2 requirement and focus on what constitutes 
circumvention of legal requirements. Courts have upheld nondisclosure of any 
information that might permit unauthorized access to agency computer or 
communications systems. See, Lewis-Bey v. DOJ, 595 F. SUpp. 2d 120, 131 
(D.D.C.2009) (protecting law enforcement and administrative codes where release could 
"allow an individual 'knowledgeable in computer mainframes and systems to try to 
circumvent the database and interfere with enforcement proceedings"'); Asian Law 
Caucus v.DRS, No. 08-00842,2008 WL 5047839, (N.D. Cal. Nov. 24, 2008) at *4 
(withholding names of databases and other information that could lead to improper 
accessing of Customs and Border Patrol databases); Singh v. FBI, 574 F. SUpp. 2d 32, 44
45 (D.D.C. 2008) (protecting ICE "distribution and apprehension codes" whose 
disclosure would facilitate improper access to ICE computer systems); James v. Us. 
Customs & Border Prot., 549 F. SUpp. 2d 1,8-9 (D.D.C. 2008) (protecting computer 
codes to prevent access to sensitive Customs records); Boyd v. ATF, 496 F. SUpp. 2d 167, 
171 (D.D.C. 2007) (finding that disclosure ofTECS database screenshots containing 
database codes could provide "computer-literate" persons with sufficient information to 
circumvent TECS system); Knight v. NASA, No. 2:04-cv2054, 2006 WL 3780901, at *6 
(B.D. Cal. Dec. 21, 2006) (observing that "high 2" protects "information facilitating a 
computer hacker's access to vulnerable agency databases, like file pathnames, keystroke 
instructions, directory address and other internal information," and approving agency's 
withholding ofinformation that would reveal server's "directory structure"); Poulsen v. 
US. Customs & Border Prot., No. 06-1743, 2006 WL 2788239, at *6-9 (N.D. Cal. Sept. 
26,2006) (holding that agency properly withheld certain specific technical details of 
repairing computer network, such as "identifying codes for machines and workstations"); 
Masters v. ATF, No. 04-2274, slip op. at 8-9 (D.D.C. Sept. 25,2006) (protecting 
computer data that would indicate to a hacker "the terminal from which a query was 
made and the route by which the record was retrieved"); Elec. Privacy Info. Ctr. v. DRS, 
384 F. Supp. 2d 100, 109 (D.D.C. 2005) (protecting "information [that] would allow 
access to an otherwise secure database"); Judicial Watch, Inc. v. Us. Dep't Commerce, 
337 F. SUpp. 2d 146, 166 (protecting file numbers and administrative markings because 
release could render computer system "vulnerable to hacking," and also protecting 
information pertaining to internal DOD communication method). 

Similarly, Exemption (b)(7)(E) of the FOIA affords protection to all law 
enforcement information that "would disclose techniques and procedures for law 
enforcement investigations or prosecutions, or would disclose guidelines for law 
enforcement investigations or prosecutions if such disclosure could reasonably be 
expected to risk circumvention of the law." 5 U.S.C. § 552(b)(7)(E). Exemption 
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(b)(7)(E) protects any law enforcement guideline when it is determined that its disclosure 
could reasonably be expected to risk circumvention of the law. Courts have found 
protection for various types of law enforcement guidelines that pertain to the 
investigative stage of law enforcement matters including law enforcement manuals. 
PHE, Inc. v. DOJ, 983 F.2d 248, 251 (D.C. Cir. 1993) (approving withholding ofa 
portion of FBI manual containing investigation guidance); Peter S. Herrick's Customs & 
Int'l Trade Newsletter v. Us. Customs & Border Prot., No. 04-00377, 2006 WL 
1826185, at *7 (D.D.C. June 30,2006) (protecting many portions of manual pertaining to 
seized property, including details of "the transport, seizure, storage, testing, physical 
security, evaluation, maintenance, and cataloguing of, as well as access to, seized 
property"); Guerrero v. DEA, No. 93-2006, slip op. at 14-15 (D. Ariz. Feb. 22,1996) 
(approving nondisclosure of portions of Special Agents Manual); Linn v. DOJ, No. 92
1406,1995 WL 417810, at *32 (D.D.C. June 6,1995) (affirming nondisclosure ofone 
page from Special Agent's Guide to Forfeiture of Assets on basis that agency explained 
harm); Church o/Scientology Int'l v. IRS, 845 F. Supp. 714, 723 (C.D. CaL 1993) 
(concluding that parts of agency law enforcement manual concerning "procedures for 
handling applications for tax exemption and examinations of Scientology entities" and 
memorandum regarding application of such procedures were properly withheld); Unidad 
Latina En Accion v. DHS, 253 F.R.D. 44, 50 (D. Conn. 2008) (holding "[a]ny computer 
coding or web site information ... is covered by both Exemptions (b)(2) and (b )(7)(E), 
since the information is internal to DHS and would disclose information that might 
significantly risk circumvention of the law"). 

In this case, the risk of circumvention is readily apparent. The excerpts from the 
user guides provide detailed and precise road maps of how to search and navigate CBP's 
law enforcement databases. Release of this information would reveal step by step 
instructions on how to access and utilize the databases. The user guides are protected to 
prevent unauthorized access to information which could result in alteration, loss, damage 
or destruction of data contained in the computer systems. 

III. Request for Records related to the processing of your Privacy Act request 

As stated previously, in your second FOIAlPrivacy Act request, you requested 
records related to the processing of your Privacy Act request, CBP file number 
2007F4114, and your appeal of CBP' s response to your request. You elaborated in the 
original FOIAJP A request that: 

"this request includes any responsive records of (1) the CBP FOIA and Privacy 
Act offices; (2) the office(s) in which Stephen Christenson did or does work, or to 
which his former duties, files or records were transferred or assigned; (3) any 
other office or agency which was consulted or contacted by CBP in the course of 
processing my request andlor appeal; and (4) any other. office or agency 
identifiable as having or likely to have, responsive records." 

In response to your appeal, we checked the employee directory and could not 
locate any CBP employees by the name of "Stephen Christenson." Additionally, we 
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contacted the mailroom and were advised that there were no responsive records. No log 
is kept of incoming mail. We note with regard to your request that pertinent case law 
states that agencies such as CBP are not obligated to create records or answer questions 
in response to a FOIA request. See e.g., Poll v. Us. Office a/Special Counsel, No. 99
4021,2000 WL 14422, at *5 n.2 (lOth Cir. Jan. 10,2000) (recognizing that FOIA does 
not require agency '''to create documents or opinions in response to an individual's 
request for information'" (quoting Hudgins v. IRS, 620 F. Supp. 19,21 (D.D.C. 1985))); 
Krohn v. DOJ, 628 F.2d 195, 197-98 (D.C. Cir. 1980) (finding that agency "cannot be 
compelled to create the [intermediary records] necessary to produce" information 
sought); Stuler v. IRS, No. 05-1717, 2006 WL 891073, at *3 (W.D. Pa. Mar. 31, 2006) 
(stating that agency "is not required to create documents that don't exist"); Jones v. 
Runyon, 32 F. Supp. 2d 873, 876 (N.D. W. Va. 1998) (concluding that "because the 
FOIA does not obligate the [agency] to create records," it "acted properly by providing 
access to those documents already created"), aff'd, 173 F .3d 850 (4th Cir. 1999) 
(unpublished table decision). 

We contacted FOIA Division regarding file number 2007F4114. The file only 
contains your incoming request and FOIA Division's response. We contacted the 
Privacy Act Policies and Procedures Branch. We were informed that the Privacy Act 
appeal remains pending with the Privacy Act Policy and Procedures Branch. Again, that 
branch is headed by Laurence Castelli who may be reached at (202) 325-0280 or at 799 
9th Street, NW- 5th Floor, Washington, DC 20001-1179. I recall discussing this 
particular PA appeal and the distinction between PA and FOIA requests in early 2009. I 
recall that we exchanged emails at that time as well but my Information Technology 
Office was unable to reproduce those emails as of the date of this letter. The case law is 
unambiguous: there is no obligation for agencies to create records or answer questions 
under the FOIA. 

This is our final determination. In the event that you are dissatisfied with the 
disposition of your appeals, you may obtain judicial review of this decision pursuant to 
the provisions of 5 U.S.C. §552(a)(4)(B) in the United States District Court in the District 
in which you reside, in the District where the agency records are situated, or in the United 
States District Court for the District of Columbia. 

Sincerely, 

Shari Suzuki, Chief 
FOIA Appeals, Policy & Litigation Branch 

Enclosures 
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